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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Bush: ‘I will
not yield’
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush cautioned a shaken
nation Thursday that there are
“struggles ahead and dangers to
face” as America and its allies com-
bat global terrorism. He announced
a new Cabinet-level office to fortify
homeland defenses.
Addressing a joint session of
Congress nine days after suicide
hijackers are believed to have killed
more than 6,000 people at the
Pentagon and World Trade Center,
Bush clasped the badge of a slain
policeman in his fist.
“I will not forget this wound to
our country, or those who inflicted
it. I will not yield. I will not rest,” he
said.
The Sept. 11 attacks had put the
United States on notice that the
world’s only superpower was not
immune to attack, Bush said. He
named Pennsylvania Gov. Tom
Ridge to head the new Office of
Homeland Security.
Ridge, a Republican, will resign
Oct. 5, and will be replaced by Lt.
Gov. Mark Schweiker, a GOP
source said.
Using forceful terms, Bush deliv-
ered a verbal indictment against
Osama bin Laden and demanded
that Afghanistan’s ruling Taliban
militia surrender the suspected ter-
rorist, release imprisoned Americans
and give the United States full access
to terrorist training camps.
These demands are not open to
discussion, Bush said. “They will
hand over the terrorists or they will
share in their fate.”
The commander in chief direct-
ed U.S. military forces to “be ready”
for the gathering war:
“The hour is coming when
America will act and you will make
us proud.”
Bush asked every nation to take
part, by contributing police forces,
intelligence services and banking
information.
With British Prime Minister
Tony Blair watching from a House
gallery seat at first lady Laura Bush’s
right arm, Bush said:
“The civilized world is rallying to
America’s side. They understand
that if terror goes unpunished, their
own cities, their own citizens may be
next.Terror unanswered cannot only
bring down buildings, it can threat-
en the stability of legitimate govern-
ments and we will not allow it.”
Bush entered the House of
Representatives chamber to a rous-
ing applause — from Democrats
and Republicans alike — that punc-
tuated his remarks 30 times.
Stepping from the massive rostrum,
he wrapped Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle in a long and emo-
tional embrace before turning to hug
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt, too.
“Tonight there is no opposition
party,” said Senate Minority Leader
Trent Lott, R-Miss., standing
beside Daschle, D-S.D., for a bipar-
tisan broadcast afterward.
Unprecedented security shrouded
Bush’s visit to the Capitol one week
after it was evacuated for the second
time because of suspected threats.
Vice President Dick Cheney
stayed away,due to security concerns.
Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., third
in line for the presidency, was in the
vice president’s customary seat
behind Bush. Robert Byrd, D-
W.Va., next in line as the Senate
president pro tempore, sat beside
Hastert.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson was
the Cabinet member who, by cus-
tom, watched from a secure location.
Kate Mitchell / Associate photo editor
Rebecca Hutchison, a sophomore pre-graphic design major, works on a still life with burnt umber paint for her
painting I class in the painting room Thursday evening. I am really excited that the university is showing inter-
est in the arts and giving us more space,Hutchison said.
By Jessica Danielewicz
and Mike Kettwig
Staff writers
With the unveiling of the new
Doudna Fine Arts Building plans, a
dream has become a reality.
Though the main players in the
planning are excited about the new
building, students have mixed opin-
ions on the subject.
It is not disputed that the new
building will be incredible.
“The new building looks like it
will be amazing,” said Luke Gerdes,
a sophomore theater arts major.
Josh Leege, a senior music edu-
cation and German major, likes the
look of the design.
“It looks really contemporary,
which I think is pretty cool,” he
said. “It’s definitely going to be a lot
better than what we have.”
Students agree that the renova-
tion and expansion is needed, but
disagree about the manner in which
it is being done, and some are
unhappy about the surrounding cir-
cumstances.
Harold Sprouls, a sophomore
music performance major, trans-
ferred to Eastern this year from the
University of North Texas and says
he was not informed of the pending
renovation and may transfer once
more because of it.
“I feel deceived,” he said.
While the new building is
much-needed, the transition may
be a problem for some.
“The thing that I don’t like
about it is I’m going to be out of a
building,” said Chris Thompson, a
senior vocal performance major.
He agrees, however, that these
pending problems are necessary
and that the building will be a great
asset when it is completed.
Theresa Lipinski, a junior the-
ater arts major, will not be here to
see the completed building, but is
excited nonetheless.
“I won’t see it, but it will defi-
nitely help future students,” she
said. “Hopefully we will fill it when
it’s finally done.”
Lipinski echoes the thoughts of
Theater Arts Department Chair
John Oertling, who thinks the new
building will attract more students
to Eastern in coming years.
Most campus computers labs debugged Thursday
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
Most computers on campus
have been cured of the NIMDA
virus that struck the world on
Tuesday, said Bill Witsman, associ-
ate vice president of Information
and Technology Services.
“So far today we’ve gotten to
almost all of the servers on cam-
pus,” he said.
He said that, earlier Thursday,
ITS had a list of 40 machines that
still were either infected or not able
to do the virus check.
There were not any more com-
puters infected after Wednesday,
because by midday Wednesday,
antivirus companies such as
Symantic and McAfee had issued
virus correction information,
Witsman said.
A potential problem that has not
yet arisen is the possibility for
mutations in the virus, Witsman
said. A mutation can occur when
someone who knows how to make
such a virus changes someone else’s
work.
If this were to happen, a new
virus definition would have to be
created, Witsman said.
“I think we have it under con-
trol,” Witsman said.
There have been some student
computers that have been infected
with the virus, though Witsman did
not yet know the full impact. That
is something that will be evaluated
on Friday, he said.
On the subject of turning com-
puters on, Witsman said that it is
okay to turn computers on, but
computer users need to run the
virus check with the new virus
update.
If a student’s computer has
crashed, they may need to go to a
computer lab to look up informa-
tion.
Rumors have circulated that the
NIMDA virus may be connected to
last week’s attack on the World
Trade Center, but Witsman said he
had no idea if the two are connect-
ed.The virus could have been creat-
ed by an individual or a group, but
whoever did it wanted to cause dis-
ruption, Witsman said.
President addresses the nation on
U.S. response to terrorist attacks
See REACTION Page 9
Students happy with Fine Arts plans
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Illegal consumption
n Chadd Michael Murray, 18, of
Taylor Hall was cited at 1:51 a.m.
on Tuesday at Seventh Street and
Roosevelt Avenue on charges of
consumption of alcohol by a
minor, a police report stated.
Harassment by 
telephone
n It was reported Sunday that an
Eastern student had been receiv-
ing harassing phone calls. The
incident is under investigation, a
police report stated.
blotter
police
Violinist to perform Sunday
Eastern’s own Kathreen Ryan,
music instructor and concert mistress
of the Eastern Symphony, will per-
form on violin at 3 p.m.Sunday in the
Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
Ryan will play the music of com-
posers Camille Saint-Saens, Louis
Moyse and Cesar Franck. Debra
Sutter will accompany Ryan on piano
and Brian Luce will accompany her
on flute.
She said the program will be
entertaining and everyone is invited to
attend.
Ryan, who is in her fourth year of
instructing at Eastern, said she began
playing the violin when she was seven
years old .
During her career, Ryan has
played with the Peoria Symphony, the
Decatur Symphony and the Illinois
Symphony, among others, she said.
Ryan, who received her doctorate
in performance arts from the
University of Illinois at Champaign-
Urbana,stressed how important it was
for her, as a teacher, to perform.
“If you can’t do, you can’t teach,”
she said.
Joseph Martin, music department
assistant chair, said the department
has about 10 to 15 of these types of
events a year.
“They give the faculty an opportu-
nity to showcase their talents,” she
said.
The event is open to the public
and free.
By Frank Hatten 
Staff writer
forecast
three-day
today
Wednesday
Tuesday
Amanda Douglass/Senior photographer
Sidewalk art
Yovita Widyadharma, a senior graphic design major, works on a project outside the Fine Arts Building
Wednesday afternoon.
CUPB looking at bylaws today
The executive committee
Council on University Planning and
Budget will meet today to discuss
bylaw changes.
Council members who do not
belong to the executive committee
also have been invited to attend, but
the meeting is not open to the pub-
lic.
CUPB Chair Elizabeth Hitch,
dean of the College of Education
and Professional Studies, said in an
e-mail that the committee wants to
discuss the changes before the
CUPB’s regular meeting in October.
“We will be trying to identify
final changes to the CUPB bylaws
to be presented to the committee of
the whole prior to their first meeting
in October, so that they can adopt
them at the October meeting,” she
said.
However, no official decision will
be made at today’s meeting.
“The CUPB executive commit-
tee only brings recommendations to
the CUPB as a whole.The executive
committee can make no changes on
its own,” Hitch said. “Nevertheless,
we wanted as many people on the
committee who wanted to suggest
changes to have an opportunity to
do so.”
The meeting will be held at 3
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
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Buy
One
Get
One
Free
20 State Street 
Charleston , IL
345-6886
Open Mon-Thurs 6:00am-3:00pm, Fri & Sat 6:00am-8:00pm, Sun 6:00am-3:00pm
*Breakfast, Lunch Dinner
*Daily Specials
*Carryouts
*Delievery after 10:30a.m.
* Banquets available up to 70 people
New
 Ch
ef
New Menu
Friday Night:
Crow Jane 10-close
Saturday Night:
Turbulence
Bloomington’s Hottest Rock Band
10-close
$ 2.00 Bud LiteKeep The Cup$1.50 Refill
$1.00 shot specials
S i g m a  N u
Formal Smoker
5 PM Tonight
SN House 
1005 Greek Court
For Rides & Info Call Chris at 6519 or
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
By Lauren Brody
Staff writer
Health Services’ Health
Education Resource Center wants
student volunteers to participate in
subcommittees for BACCHUS.
BACCHUS, an award-winning
student organization, promotes
healthy lifestyles on campus, said
Julie Hoffman, HERC co-adviser.
Jessica Galloway, president of
BACCHUS and a junior commu-
nications disorders and sciences
major, said the organization is dif-
ferent than any other group a stu-
dent will find on campus.
“We are looking for people who
want to make a difference. We
don’t preach; we just try to reduce
harm,” Galloway said.
BACCHUS committees
include the Health Fair
Committee, the Awareness
Campaign Committee and the
Peer Educators Committee,
Hoffman said.
The Health Fair Committee
plans the annual Health Fair,
which takes place in early spring.
Hoffman said the students who
volunteer for this committee will
receive the experience of participat-
ing and advertising for a major
health promotion event on campus.
The Awareness Campaign
Committee coordinates monthly
health campaigns, Hoffman said.
Some of the focuses include drugs
and alcohol, tobacco, stress man-
agement, cancer prevention, sexual
health and spring break safety.
She said students who get
involved will gain experience intro-
ducing speakers, coordinating pro-
gramming efforts and assisting in
marketing for events.
The Peer Educators Committee
consists of two subcommittees.
One of the subcommittees special-
izes in presenting healthy lifestyle
information in a group, while the
other volunteers are trained to pre-
sent individually.
Being a peer educator includes
the responsibility of maintaining
credibility in your own life because
the public will look to you to set a
good example, Hoffman said.
Eric Davidson, assistant director
for health education, encourages
students who are looking to gain
experience to volunteer for BAC-
CHUS.
He said volunteers gain leader-
ship, organization, time manage-
ment, public speaking, coordinat-
ing and developing experience.
“A lot of health studies majors
get more out of it, but anyone can
do it, regardless of your academic
issue,” Davidson said.
We are looking for people
who want to make a 
difference.
Jessica Galloway,
president of BACCHUS
“
”
Amanda Douglass/Senior photographer
HERC Volunteer Mia Wolf, a freshman undecided major, talks to some-
one, at the HERC table in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
across from the old bookstore Thursday afternoon.
Volunteers wanted to help promote healthy lifestyles
By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor
The Residence Hall Association
received a visit from the Student
Senate’s Student Relations
Committee urging them to get
their hall councils involved in
Oktoberfest.
So far, the only RSOs signed up
to participate are the senate and
Phi Kappa Alpha, said Ronnie
Deedrick, chair of the committee.
Deedrick said that RSO
involvement is crucial for
Oktoberfest, partly because it hap-
pens during Family Weekend. A
healthy crop of RSO tables could
show parents that these groups
aren’t just a “resume-booster,”
Deedrick said.
“I challenge you to get
involved,” he said.
Senate members also showed
off some new programs designed to
connect themselves with RHA and
the student body.
For one of those programs, the
senate set up informational tables
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, the Student
Recreation Center, Carman Hall,
Coleman Hall and Lumpkin Hall.
A listserv was also created to keep
non-senate members informed of
senate business.
Another program gives students
the opportunity to file grievances
to address a host of problems.
Forms are available in the Union.
Senate members have also been
distributing brief surveys to hall
councils and other RSOs for use in
a scholarship search. Virtually any-
one who fills out the survey will be
eligible for a scholarship.
“I’m from the south suburbs,
and I got an application for a schol-
arship for living in Calumet City,”
said Nick Skipitaris, Student
Senate Housing Committee chair.
Housing Director Mark
Hudson also paid a visit to RHA to
clear up any remains of the rumor
that Thomas Hall planned to close
its dining center.
“There is no truth to that
rumor,” Hudson said. “There is
nothing stating, ‘If something in
Thomas breaks, don’t fix it, because
they’re closing.’”
Hudson addressed the problems
caused by the NIMDA virus,
which infected some of Eastern’s
computers earlier this week. He
emphasized getting anti-virus soft-
ware on all student computers and
keeping that software updated.
“Spread the word that if people
don’t have Norton or McAfee or
(some type of anti-virus software)
or an update, that they need to get
that,” Hudson said.
RHA’s executive board fielded
questions about changing policies
of visitation, quiet hours and smok-
ing. Several halls wanted to make
revisions, but no changes of any
kind can be made to affect policy
this year, said RHA President Amy
Grammer.
If a hall wants to change its
policies, its hall council must sub-
mit a proposal by Dec.1, Grammer
said.
Student Senate visits with Residence Hall Association reps
Two Eastern alums in
Pentagon during attack
Two Eastern Illinois University
Department of Military Science
cadet/cadre alumni were involved in last
Tuesday’s attack on the Pentagon.
Tragically, Lt. Col. Colonel Canfield
Boone, former ROTC instructor at Eastern
(Captain Boone - 1988) has been listed as
unaccounted for and presumed killed.
Captain Boone was known for his laid-
back, relaxed style and personable relation-
ship with the cadets and other instructors
both within the department and the univer-
sity. All who knew him are deeply affected
and saddened. Our thoughts and prayers go
to the family and friends of our fallen com-
rade.
Lt. Col. James Ashworth, graduated and
commissioned at Eastern in May 1984 as a
second lieutenant in the artillery branch,
was temporarily relocated in the Navy sec-
tion of the Pentagon when the aircraft hit.
He was not injured during the attack and
he helped to secure the area and assist in
rescue operations.
All of us in the military know the risks
and responsibilities we willingly incur when
we take the oath to “support and defend the
constitution of the United States against all
enemies, foreign and domestic.” Lt. Col.
Boone gave the ultimate sacrifice for his
country.
Please remember all of those persons
who have been injured and killed during
this terrible tragedy and support our sol-
diers, sailors and airmen in the weeks and
months to come. When you see one of our
Eastern ROTC cadets in uniform on the
sidewalk please take the time to say thank
you, for they are the ones who will defend
America now and in the future!
Lit. Col. Larry Sefren 
Eastern ROTC 
Attacks should have
been discussed in class 
n Editor’s Note: This letter ran yesterday
with an incorrect date and a misspelled
name. The News regrets the errors.
After the worst terrorist attach on the
United States in our nation’s history (and
perhaps the world’s history) I went to
classes Wednesday expecting to have some
sort of discussion about what was going on
in hopes of coming to a better emotional
and psychological understanding of these
acts, to hear what others had to say, what
others were feeling, to better define my
own feelings. And I was disappointed.
Only 1 out of my 3 classes discussed the
tragedy in New York and Washington
D.C., and Pennsylvania. It was a journal-
ism class, a class where it was hard to talk
about anything else. In my other classes the
attack was not discussed or even brought
up. I’m not sure I understand why. Even
local schools too the time to recognize this
event and discuss it with their students.
Students were given time to ask questions,
discuss, and in ways, ease their fears. Why
should a state university, where students are
perhaps more aware of the ramifications of
such an act, any less likely to want or need
discussion during such a horrendous time.
I suppose I could try and justify this lack of
discussion by saying that perhaps the
instructors wanted to give us a break, a
sense of normalcy, to give us a time out
from being bombarded by news and devas-
tating images of this tragedy. Maybe they
simply thought it wasn’t the time or the
place to discuss the terrorist attacks. I dis-
agree, as did many other students. We can-
not pretend, only one day after this terrorist
attack that is said to have killed possibly
thousands, that “it’s business as usual”.
Ignoring or forgetting about the attack for
an hour doesn’t make it go away. It doesn’t
make it any less tragic or easier to under-
stand. Only by discussing and acknowledg-
ing this national tragedy can we get beyond
it, grow stronger and prevail. I thank any
professor or instructor who realized this
and discussed it in class
Katherine Thomas
Senior English major
Ignorance embarrassing
for Americans 
I am writing this letter to get something
off my chest. As I watched CNN’s contin-
uing coverage of the events on Tuesday
(Sept. 11), I saw a lady from Chicago tell
the camera that Muslims do not belong in
this country. I had never been so ashamed
to live in Illinois as I was at that moment.
It absolutely disgusted me. To blame an
entire race of people for what a few of its
members do is what many people would
define as racism.
In this time of extreme sorrow, it is
absolutely essential to allow freedom to
stand tall. With this racism towards
Muslims, freedom will crumble. Let us not
forget that a white American was respon-
sible for the bombing of the federal build-
ing in Oklahoma City. Does this mean I
don’t belong here because I am white? 
Do not get me wrong, the people who
are responsible must be punished swiftly
and justly, but we must not punish all
Muslims.
I would like to end this letter by send-
ing my deepest condolences to all the
friends and families of the victims and any
law-abiding Arab-Americans who might
feel the racist backlash of this heinous act
against the American way of life.
Jeff English
Senior mathematics major
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
So many of us, when welose loved ones, say wewish we could havetalked to them just one
more time, or given them one
last kiss before they walked out
the door for the final time. Just
that one last memory, we say —
that’s all we want.
Now it’s possible, and I no
longer want that wish granted.
Office workers in the upper floors of the World Trade
Center called home when they discovered they couldn’t get
out of a doomed building, trapped by an inferno below.
They called spouses and parents and children and siblings
and said goodbye. They told their families they loved them
and to not be sad and to live their lives to the fullest.
They talked until the line went dead.
Passengers on United Airlines flights 93 and 175 called
home on their cell phones after terrorists with boxcutters
took over their airplanes. They were calm, according to most
accounts, and told their families that the men were treating
them kindly and that they were probably going to die soon.
One man told his parents not to worry about his demise
because “it’s going to be quick.”
Three men on Flight 93, the plane that crashed in
Pennsylvania, called and told their families about their plan
to rush the hijackers and crash the plane somewhere safe.
Jeremy Glick’s wife and her father listened to the struggle
over his cell phone until it too went dead.
These stories and others have been documented by various
news outlets. These are the stories that make my heart break.
I have friends and family members who died before I got
to say goodbye, and I howled at God because He denied me
that chance.
Julie Sweeney  of Cape Cod,
Mass., has that chance.
According to Time magazine,
her husband Brian called from
Flight 175 and left a message on
the answering machine.
“I hope that I call you again,”
he said. “But if not, I want you to
have fun. I want you to live your
life. I know I’ll see you someday.”
She has only listened to it
once, she says, despite the urge to play it repeatedly. She’s
afraid it isn’t healthy. The call made her glad because her
husband sounded so calm and at peace, but she also feels
like it made her a sort of helpless witness to his murder.
That is the part that gets me, the part most of us don’t
think of when we wish for that goodbye.
I don’t think I could listen to my mother tell me that she
was about to die, no matter how calm she is. There are no
words she could speak that would keep me sane.
It must have been even more horrible for those people who
heard a victim screaming in pain or fear before the phone
clicked off. As if the pain wasn’t vicious enough and the shock
so overwhelmingly numbing that they needed to actually hear
their fathers and wives die. That is an experience I truly cannot
comprehend, one that I can’t even begin to try to fathom.
Damn the cellular age. I don’t want that last call. I don’t
want the person I am losing to inform me of the loss. It’s
too immediate, too personal. There is no reaction for it.
There is nothing to say in return.
And yet I would pick up the phone every time.
‘Goodbye’ is a double-edged sword
“I don’t want that
last call. I don’t
want the person I
am losing to
inform me of the
loss.”Matt Neistein
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Matt Neistein is a junior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
mtneistein@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to cdsiev-
ers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
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O
ne of the lasting impressions in the
minds of seniors enrolled in senior semi-
nar courses at this university shouldn’t be
aggravation from a worthless exam.
But this appears to be the case when senior semi-
nar teachers choose to administer the Task in
Critical Thinking Test to their students.
The goal of this test
is to assess students’ crit-
ical thinking, or compre-
hension in three specific
areas, but these test do
little to stimulate the
mind while taking them.
For students faced with taking the test, there is
little incentive to take them or even do well on them.
The test is not a graduation requirement and does
not have any educational values that students can
take with them once they have graduated.
The sad part of this test is that if students choose
not to take the test, then the teacher of the class has
the option to fail the student in that class.
Over the past several years, standardized tests
have come under heavy fire from critics. Unlike what
was once believed, these test formats do not always
portray accurate results. So why is it that Eastern
believes it is beneficial to sample the critical thinking
skills of its’ students when the results may not give
accurate scores? 
Eastern officials need to re-examine their guide-
lines in administering this test. If the majority of stu-
dents do not take this test seriously, maybe they are
showing their critical thinking skills by refusing to
take an absurd test.
This test should not be administered on Eastern’s
campus. The university is now challenged to expel
this test from the classrooms and work to find better
ways to test the critical thinking skills of its students.
Seminar tests
not worth time
The added exams
seem pointless
Students have little incentive to
worry about the tests, as they
are not graduation requirements.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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The Taliban must act, and act immediately. They
will hand over the terrorists or they will share
they fate.
President George W. Bush
in his address to America Thursday night
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Driving down Lincoln Avenue, the vast array of American
flags line the street. Everywhere you look on campus and in
Charleston there is red, white and blue.
The huge flag borrowed from Premier Boys’ State hangs
high over Old Main. Cars are decorated and flags are dis-
played on campus buildings. The dorms, houses off- campus
and Greek Court all display various forms of the American
flag.
This sudden burst of American pride makes it hard to for-
get about the tragedy which occurred and even harder to for-
get how we took our freedom for granted. People themselves
are wearing flag lapel pins and dressing in patriotic colors.
Chants of ‘USA’ have even become a normalcy.
Bill Riebe, Charleston city manager said the flags along
Lincoln and the flags along the square were done in conjunc-
tion with the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of America.
“They did not have time to put the flags up so we had the
city crews do it.” Riebe said. “We have had about 15 of these
flags stolen and that is not normal.”
He said, “The mayor has written letters to offer volunteer
efforts to help out in New York; we have made these gestures
like every community has.”
“Various civic groups and a lot of campus groups, volunteer
groups and churches have really come together.” said RIebe.
Cindy Titus, director of Charleston Chamber of
Commerce said, “I think it is gratifying to see the flags out.”
“It symbolizes Americans for being known for helping out
someone less fortunate.” said Titus.
She said they had to postpone the unveiling of the orna-
ment of hope. “We were supposed to do it last Tuesday, “ said
Titus. “It is symbolism of community pride and our nation
pride.”
Eastern students reflect on their new feelings of patriotism.
Larry Simmons, a senior education major said. “We some-
times forget the freedoms and luxuries we have and now that
this has happened we can’t take it for granted.”
Simmons said, “People are forgetting about economics,
race, religions and looking at the world being humans in
America.” He said you see the flag everywhere from elemen-
tary schools to our campus.
Sara Klein, a senior hospitality major said songs mean
more about the USA and what our country stand for.”
Colleen Klein, a senior marketing major and president of
Panhellenic Council said, “Watching the community you feel
proud that people are taking a stand to stand up for the coun-
try. “
She said, “I feel closer together and more a part of the
community.” The two sisters attended the candle-vigil last
Friday at Morton park to reflect on the tragedy.
Michael Buening, a junior math education major said, “At
our apartment, we put up flags and back at home my family
put up a flag.” He also said he has been wearing a Marines
shirt on campus to show the reality of the situation.
Buening said,“Everyone’s actually coming together where-
as now everybody is just one.”
People have printed out signs for their cars and have put
flags on antennas of their cars said Allison Matlock, a senior
marketing major. “I feel more patriotic and more strongly
about our country.” She said she has also been getting a ton of
e-mails about prayer services and other events to show our
country’s pride.
Matlock said, “I feel more strongly about our country.”
Melissa Burns, a graduate student said, “It is so close to
home, seeing all these flags up on the balconies of Park Place
and in houses across the street makes me realize how close it
really is.”
Brian Mitchell, a senior physical education major said,
“You can definitely see people have been really supportive of
America. It’s definitely different from some of the other nat-
ural disasters that have happened. It happened in New York
and D.C. and there’s support everywhere.”
How our campus and community show their American pride
Together we stand ...
United we will be
We sometimes forget the freedoms and luxuries we have
and now that this has happened we can’t take it for granted.
Larry Simmons
senior education major
“
”
Photos by Kate Mitchell, Sara Figiel and Amanda Douglass/ Staff photographers
Top right: A banner reading God Bless America  hangs off Royal Heights balcony on Second Street. Above left:: A street pole holds an American flag while Old Main can be seen in
the background with a large American Flag. Above right: An American flag decorates an off-campus fraternity house. 
By Meg McNichols
City editor
Different from a home and
more than a hotel, Charleston’s
only bed and breakfast offers trav-
elers more than a room key and a
bill.
Queen Anne’s on Seventh
Street Bed and Breakfast, 899
Seventh St., is a large Victorian
home owned and operated by
Annette Reichart and her husband
David.
Home is the appropriate word
because Reichart transformed hers
into a bed and breakfast with two
full-size rooms made available to
travelers.
According to a brochure,
Reichart’s goal is to “offer a home
atmosphere for travelers that are
here on business, those visiting
local areas of interest, and parents
wishing to visit their university stu-
dent or to attend university events.”
Queen Anne’s takes up two
floors of the house and is dotted
with heirlooms from Reichart’s
family, including a thick wooden
trunk and an old 4-foot-tall radio
from the late 1920s.
The first floor is where breakfast
is served each day. The walls are
painted a deep pink and large win-
dows adorned with floral curtains
shed light on the dining set
Reichart has laid out.
“It’s elegant, but comfortable,”
she said. “We want people to have
a place to sit and feel at home, and
talk with each other.”
The scent of cinnamon apples
wafts throughout the house and
into the two bedrooms offered to
guests.
Each room has its own distinct
flavor. The first room is brightly
decorated; it has a wooden framed
bed with thick white sheets and
pillows, with small bedstands on
either side, with delicate Victorian
lamps on each.
The second room has a rich red
carpet with navy walls and an
antique rocking chair, one of
Reichart’s favorite pieces of furni-
ture in the house.
She leaned towards period
Victorian decor because it accom-
panied the architecture of the
house, Reichart said.
Since opening in mid-August,
the B&B has had two couples stay
on business, including a concert
pianist from Paris, France.
Riechart said she enjoyed the
opportunity to hear the pianist play
and it is just one of the reasons she
invites strangers to her home for a
little bit of conversation and com-
fort that is not offered at a hotel.
Guests also have the opportuni-
ty to enjoy the outdoors.
Reichart has an expansive back-
yard with a wooden bench swing
and a pool for guests to use.
Before Reichart opened her
home to others, she had the daunt-
ing task of getting her business
approved on local, city and state
levels.
She had to have the approval of
her neighbors, along with  approval
from the Charleston Zoning Board
and a certificate of sanitation. She
also had to go through the state
level to apply for a federal hotel tax.
“The city is delighted” to have
us here, she said.
Although her business relies on
the good-nature of strangers,
Reichart risks the sanctity of her
home with every person who
graces her front door.
“Before we opened, I had ques-
tions about my safety and my fam-
ily’s safety,” she said.
She has four children: two have
left home and one is a freshman at
Eastern.
Todd Reichart, a freshman
undeclared major said, “The house
is so big that I don’t notice them. If
I wake up when they’re eating, I
will sit and visit with them.”
In the end, Reichart’s business
instincts and faith in others won
out when she made the decision to
start her B&B.
“The type of people we get are
very cordial,” she said. “I think peo-
ple are looking for hospitality and a
warmth.”
Tourist information is available
for guests to look through and she
also has a collection of restaurant
menus for her guests to leaf
through when they go out on the
town.
Reichart said the B&B is com-
pletely booked for Parent’s
Weekend, but still has two open-
ings for Oct. 26.
For any questions regarding
Queen Anne’s on Seventh Street
Bed and Breakfast, contact
Annette Reichart at 345-1288.
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Pictured above is Queen Anne s Bed and Breakfast, located on 899
Seventh St., owned and operated by Annette and David Reichart.
Charleston’s bed and breakfast open for business 
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Words of inspiration
In the normal course of events,
presidents come to this chamber to
report on the state of the Union.
Tonight, no such report is needed. It
has already been delivered by the
American people. 
We have seen it in the courage of
passengers who rushed terrorists to
save others on the ground. Passengers
like an exceptional man named Todd
Beamer. And would you please help
me welcome his wife Lisa Beamer
here tonight.
We have seen the state of our
Union in the endurance of rescuers
working past exhaustion. 
We’ve seen the unfurling of flags,
the lighting of candles, the giving of
blood, the saying of prayers in
English, Hebrew and Arabic. 
We have seen the decency of a
loving and giving people who have
made the grief of strangers their own. 
My fellow citizens, for the last
nine days, the entire world has seen
for itself the state of union, and it is
strong. 
Tonight, we are a country awak-
ened to danger and called to defend
freedom. Our grief has turned to
anger and anger to resolution.
Whether we bring our enemies to jus-
tice or bring justice to our enemies,
justice will be done...
America will never forget the
sounds of our national anthem play-
ing at Buckingham Palace, on the
streets of Paris and at Berlin’s
Brandenburg Gate. 
We will not forget South Korean
children gathering to pray outside our
embassy in Seoul, or the prayers of
sympathy offered at a mosque in
Cairo. 
We will not forget moments of
silence and days of mourning in
Australia and Africa and Latin
America. 
Nor will we forget the citizens of
80 other nations who died with our
own. Dozens of Pakistanis, more than
130 Israelis, more than 250 citizens of
India, men and women from El
Salvador, Iran, Mexico and Japan,
and hundreds of British citizens...
On Sept. 11, enemies of freedom
committed an act of war against our
country. Americans have known
wars, but for the past 136 years they
have been wars on foreign soil,
except for one Sunday in 1941.
Americans have known the casualties
of war, but not at the center of a great
city on a peaceful morning. 
Americans have known surprise
attacks, but never before on thou-
sands of civilians. 
All of this was brought upon us in
a single day, and night fell on a dif-
ferent world, a world where freedom
itself is under attack...
By aiding and abetting murder,
the Taliban regime is committing
murder. And tonight the United States
of America makes the following
demands on the Taliban. 
Deliver to United States authori-
ties all of the leaders of al-Qaida who
hide in your land. 
Release all foreign nationals,
including American citizens you have
unjustly imprisoned. Protect foreign
journalists, diplomats and aid work-
ers in your country. Close immediate-
ly and permanently every terrorist
training camp in Afghanistan. And
hand over every terrorist and every
person and their support structure to
appropriate authorities. 
Give the United States full access
to terrorist training camps, so we can
make sure they are no longer operat-
ing. 
These demands are not open to
negotiation or discussion. 
The Taliban must act and act
immediately. 
They will hand over the terrorists,
or they will share in their fate... 
Our war on terror begins with al-
Qaida, but it does not end there. 
It will not end until every terrorist
group of global reach has been found,
stopped and defeated...
These terrorists kill not merely to
end lives, but to disrupt and end a way
of life. With every atrocity, they hope
that America grows fearful, retreating
from the world and forsaking our
friends. They stand against us
because we stand in their way. 
We’re not deceived by their pre-
tenses to piety. 
We have seen their kind before.
They’re the heirs of all the murderous
ideologies of the 20th century. By
sacrificing human life to serve their
radical visions, by abandoning every
value except the will to power, they
follow in the path of fascism, Nazism
and totalitarianism. And they will fol-
low that path all the way to where it
ends in history’s unmarked grave of
discarded lies...
We will direct every resource at
our command — every means of
diplomacy, every tool of intelligence,
every instrument of law enforcement,
every financial influence and every
necessary weapon of war — to the
destruction and to the defeat of the
global terror network. 
Now this war will not be like the
war against Iraq a decade ago, with a
decisive liberation of territory and a
swift conclusion. It will not look like
the air war above Kosovo two years
ago, where no ground troops were
used and not a single American was
lost in combat. 
Our response involves far more
than instant retaliation and isolated
strikes. Americans should not expect
one battle, but a lengthy campaign
unlike any other we have ever seen. It
may include dramatic strikes visible
on TV and covert operations secret
even in success. 
We will starve terrorists of fund-
ing, turn them one against another,
drive them from place to place until
there is no refuge or no rest. 
And we will pursue nations that
provide aid or safe haven to terrorism.
Every nation in every region now has
a decision to make: Either you are
with us, or you are with the terrorists. 
From this day forward, any nation
that continues to harbor or support
terrorism will be regarded by the
United States as a hostile regime...
So tonight, I announce the cre-
ation of a Cabinet-level position
reporting directly to me, the Office of
Homeland Security. 
And tonight, I also announce a
distinguished American to lead this
effort, to strengthen American securi-
ty: a military veteran, an effective
governor, a true patriot, a trusted
friend, Pennsylvania’s Tom Ridge... 
These measures are essential. The
only way to defeat terrorism as a
threat to our way of life is to stop it,
eliminate it and destroy it where it
grows. 
Many will be involved in this
effort, from FBI  agents, to intelli-
gence operatives, to the reservists we
have called to active duty. All deserve
our thanks, and all have our prayers. 
And tonight a few miles from the
damaged Pentagon, I have a message
for our military: Be ready. I have
called the armed forces to alert, and
there is a reason. 
The hour is coming when
America will act, and you will make
us proud...
Perhaps the NATO charter reflects
best the attitude of the world: An
attack on one is an attack on all. The
civilized world is rallying to
America’s side.
They understand that if this terror
goes unpunished, their own cities,
their own citizens may be next. Terror
unanswered cannot only bring down
buildings, it can threaten the stability
of legitimate governments. 
And you know what? We’re not
going to allow it...
We’re in a fight for our principles,
and our first responsibility is to live
by them. No one should be singled
out for unfair treatment or unkind
words because of their ethnic back-
ground or religious faith...
I ask your continued participation
and confidence in the American econ-
omy. Terrorists attacked a symbol of
American prosperity; they did not
touch its source. 
America is successful because of
the hard work and creativity and
enterprise of our people. These were
the true strengths of our economy
before Sept. 11, and they are our
strengths today. 
And finally, please continue pray-
ing for the victims of terror and their
families, for those in uniform and for
our great country. Prayer has com-
forted us in sorrow and will help
strengthen us for the journey ahead. 
Tonight I thank my fellow
Americans for what you have already
done and for what you will do...
Tonight, we welcome two leaders
who embody the extraordinary spirit
of all New Yorkers, Gov. George
Pataki and Mayor Rudolf Giuliani. 
As a symbol of America’s resolve,
my administration will work with
Congress and these two leaders to
show the world that we will rebuild
New York City...
Some speak of an age of terror. I
know there are struggles ahead and
dangers to face. But this country will
define our times, not be defined by
them. 
As long as the United States of
America is determined and strong,
this will not be an age of terror. This
will be an age of liberty here and
across the world. 
Great harm has been done to us.
We have suffered great loss. And in
our grief and anger, we have found
our mission and our moment. 
Freedom and fear are at war. The
advance of human freedom, the great
achievement of our time and the great
hope of every time, now depends on
us. 
Our nation, this generation, will lift
the dark threat of violence from our
people and our future. We will rally
the world to this cause by our efforts,
by our courage. We will not tire, we
will not falter, and we will not fail...
I will not forget the wound to our
country and those who inflicted it. I
will not yield, I will not rest, I will not
relent in waging this struggle for free-
dom and security for the American
people.
The course of this conflict is not
known, yet its outcome is certain.
Freedom and fear, justice and cruelty,
have always been at war, and we
know that God is not neutral between
them. 
Fellow citizens, we’ll meet vio-
lence with patient justice, assured of
the rightness of our cause and confi-
dent of the victories to come. 
In all that lies before us, may God
grant us wisdom, and may he watch
over the United States of America.
President Bush spoke to America and the world yesterday. Below are excerpts from his speech.
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By Katie Riley
Staff Writer
The Residence Hall Professional Staff is hosting the North Campus
Kickoff Saturday afternoon.
The event, open to all Eastern students, will begin at 11 a.m. in the
North Quad with games and giveaways.
The band Mr. Opperknockity will entertain those attending  and is
scheduled to take the stage shortly after the event’s start.
Lunch will be served by Dining Services staff  from noon to 2 p.m. and
will include hamburgers, veggie burgers and hot dogs. Students will need
Dining Dollars or a meal plan to to pay for the lunch.
The event is scheduled to end around 3 p.m.
“The main purpose of this event is to unify all of the North Campus
resident halls and bring them together,” said Judy Griffin, a residence hall
counselor.
Picnic open to all Saturday
“It is a tremendous opportu-
nity for the three departments in
the Fine Arts Center, but an
even bigger one for EIU,” he
said. “Hopefully it will be a land-
mark to bring people off of
Interstate 57.”
Jason Malmberg, a senior
music education major, thinks
that the renovation is a very
good thing.
“A lot of people are upset
about the way they’re going
about it, but I’m not sure if
there’s any other option,” he
said.
He said current practice
rooms are not soundproof and
there are doors and lights that
don’t work.
“Finally, somebody’s doing
something to make this building
better,” Thompson said.
Joe Allen, Eastern’s new assis-
tant director of bands, has not
been in the current facility very
long, but is excited about the
new one.
“I’m excited about the whole
concept of having a new facility,”
he said. “Hopefully we’ll have a
nice facility in a couple years.”
On the subject of transition,
Allen says, “everybody’s going to
have to be patient
Reaction
from Page 1
Terrorist suspect arrested
CHICAGO (AP) — A man
whose name appears on the FBI’s
list of people sought in their ter-
rorism investigation was ques-
tioned Thursday after he was
arrested while working at a sub-
urban convenience store.
Nabil Al-Marabh, 34, was fin-
gerprinted and photographed as
members of the FBI’s Chicago
terrorism task force sought to
determine if he is one of the
nearly 200 people wanted for
questioning because they are
possible associates of the hijack-
ers in last week’s terrorist attacks
or may have information about
them.
But federal officials declined
to say exactly what role the man
on the FBI’s “watch list” may
have played to make him part of
the intensive nationwide search.
FBI agents arrested him
Wednesday night on an
Immigration and Naturalization
Service request and a
Massachusetts warrant issued in
March, charging him with a pro-
bation violation involving a stab-
bing.
Kathleen McChesney, special
agent in charge of the FBI’s
Chicago office, said it was
impossible to say how long it
would take to determine if Al-
Marabh was the man agents are
hoping to catch.
“We have been working on
that since last night and we still
have a lot of work to do,” she
said. Initially, an FBI spokes-
woman had said early Thursday
that the Al-Marabh in custody
was the one on the list.
McChesney said immigration
officials have determined he has
been in the United States illegal-
ly and after he faces any court
action that may be taken in
Boston will be turned over to the
INS for deportation.
Al-Marabh has been living in
suburban Hickory Hills, she said.
Convenience store owner
Walid Beitouni said Al-Marabh
had been asking for a job for sev-
eral weeks and was finally hired
as a clerk a few days before the
arrest. He said Al-Marabh
claimed to be living with an
uncle and acknowledged that his
papers were not in order but
showed a Canadian drivers
license by way of identification.
Only minutes before the
arrest, Al-Marabh said that the
FBI might be looking for him,
Beitouni said. He said he asked
Al-Marabh to leave because he
wanted to avoid any problems
with the law.
Illinois reacts to Bush speech
CHAMPAIGN (AP) — A noisy
bar turned quiet as televisions were
switched from baseball to President
George W. Bush Thursday night.
In his speech before Congress
and a national television audience,
Bush vowed to avenge terrorist
attacks in New York and
Washington. The suicide hijackers
are believed to have killed more
than 6,000 Americans.
“He was very poignant and to
the point,” said Doug Graham, 47,
of Champaign, who swiveled in his
bar stool at the Tumble Inn to get a
better view of the president on tele-
vision.
“There was no jargon at all. He
named who was at fault, he identi-
fied the Taliban and Osama Bin
Laden and said ’We’re coming to
get you,”’ said Graham, who
described himself as a “very liber-
al” Democrat.
Graham, a sales manager for
Coca-Cola, said he has been
impressed with Bush’s demeanor
since the attacks.
“He’s really progressed as a
president. He came out tonight and
really gave the people what we
needed. He delivered,” Graham
said.
Cathy Mitchell, 42, of
Champaign moved from her seat at
the bar to a television in the far cor-
ner of the bar so she could hear the
president. She said her 17-year-old
daughter has started seeing a thera-
pist because of the terrorist attacks.
“I have two teen-age daughters
who are scared to death. They want
reassurances that they are safe,”
said Mitchell, a housewife who was
wearing a patriotic ribbon on her
lapel. “I think his speech might help
reassure a lot of people.”
Shafeeq Ahmed, 26, a Chicago
technical writer, said Bush “didn’t
say anything new. It was really just
a great pep rally.”
Economy takes a
hit from attacks
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Gov.
George Ryan said Thursday the
state will have to tighten its belt
because of the economic hit
Illinois has taken from last week’s
terrorist attacks, and he would not
rule out a tax increase if the econ-
omy doesn’t bounce back.
Ryan said state budget cuts
probably will be necessary
because of drops in tax revenue,
particularly from tourism. He
would not specify what programs
might be reduced or whether a tax
hike would be necessary.
“We’re in good shape right
now, but who would have ever
dreamed we’d be where we are
today 10 days ago?” Ryan said at
a state Capitol news conference.
“We’ve just got to be careful with
our dollars.”
Ryan met with the press to
thank state workers who mobi-
lized emergency response teams
Sept. 11 when hijackers flew air-
planes into the World Trade
Center and Pentagon.
The day before, he encouraged
Congress to approve a financial
bailout plan for troubled airlines
that were grounded after the
attack and whose ridership has
dropped since. He said he believes
air travel is safe and encouraged
people to get “back in the air.”
“Tourism is a big part of what
goes on in Illinois,” Ryan said.
“The hotels are empty, the restau-
rants are empty. We have taxes on
those things that we need to pay
off some of our bonding obliga-
tions with.”
The governor said he didn’t see
a need for new state laws to com-
bat terrorism because it’s primari-
ly the federal government’s job.
Republican Attorney General
Jim Ryan on Monday proposed
legislation to make it easier for
police to bug phone lines, seize
terrorists’ assets and do back-
ground checks on people taking
commercial flight lessons.
“We’re ready to do whatever
we have to do: Defend, take care
of, or react to any kind of emer-
gency,” Ryan said.
Earlier this week, U.S. Sen.
Dick Durbin, a Democrat, said
Jim Ryan’s initiative was a good
idea.
“The states should review their
own laws and make sure they’re
up to date, as we do at the nation-
al level,” Durbin said.
Likewise, the governor was
cool to the idea of metal detectors
and video cameras at the
Statehouse and other buildings.
“You hate to see it come to a
building like this, but they’ve had
it in Washington, D.C., in the
Capitol and the office buildings,”
Ryan said. “Everybody’s excited
and concerned and rightly so. But
they should take their time and
study it and do the right thing.”
Sports
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The Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship is awarded 
each Fall to an undergraduate female student at Eastern 
Illinois University who is the single parent of at least one 
child living in her home. 
The guidelines of the scholarship stipulate that the 
recipient be majoring in the human services or teaching 
disciplines with an emphasis placed on academic  
achievement and service to the community. Financial 
need is also considered. It is administered by EIU's  
Office of Civil Rights and Diversity.
Scholarship applications are available at Eastern's Office 
of Civil Rights and Diversity,108 Old Main, (581-5020)  
and on our webpage at www.eiu.edu/~civil.
Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship
Coles County
Health Department
Free and Anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing 
available by appointment only.  
Ask for Joyce or Judy
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30 Ph: Mattoon 258-0830
Charleston 348-0530825 18th St.
Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. 2nd Street
Furnished 3 Bedroom Apts.
Dishwasher, AC, 1 1/2 Baths, underground parking.
Great Rates Call Now!  346-3583
“We got in a lot of quality and solid work-
outs,” senior Kyle O’Brien said.
“We need to have faith in the training we’ve
had.”
Training has been especially important for
O’Brien and teammate Jason Bialka, who have
been Eastern’s front runners in recent meets.
O’Brien, who has returned to cross country this
season after redshirting last year, has provided
Bialka with competition both at practice and
during the race.
“I think it’s been a blessing,” O’Brien said of
racing with Bialka. “We’ve talked about it and it’s
a huge mental advantage knowing when I step
up to the line that the guy I run with every day
is my main competitor. I think the guys realize
that too – you need to run with someone.”
While Bialka and O’Brien have been able to
stick together during the race, the main goal for
the men’s team, as well as the women’s team, will
be closing the ever-present gap between the
front runners and the rest of the scoring pack.
“We need to close the gaps on Kyle and Jason
between our top five and top seven,” McInerney
said.
“At Bradley, the gap between Beth and
Stephanie (Bone) was over a minute, so we’re
looking at similar things from both groups. We
need to be closing our gaps and getting all the
troops together.”
With two meets in the past, this mid-season
is a key opportunity to crunch the team together
for a better scoring opportunity.
“In practices we’re all right there together,”
Martin said. “I’m extremely confident that five or
six girls can be up there with me. Stephanie is
still young and getting back into it, but I’m con-
fident the other girls will be up there by the end
of the season.”
Friday will not only have the extra motivation
of racing on the home course for Eastern, but for
the seniors, it will be their last collegiate race on
the Panther Trail.
“It didn’t even hit me until last night,” Martin
said.
“I was sitting there with Lauren (Rapacki)
and she said, ‘This is the last time we’ll be run-
ning on the course.’ And then tears came to our
eyes. For the two of us, it’s a big thing for us this
weekend.
“This is the start of the real season too, and
we need to race as a team.”
Run
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Volleyball team begins OVC play
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer
Eastern’s volleyball team’s
biggest challenge so far will be
Friday when the Panthers play host
to Morehead State.
Like Eastern (5-2), the Eagles
(7-2, 2-0) are on a win streak.
Morehead has won five matches in a
row, the most recent on Wednesday
against West Virginia. Morehead
has already beaten some formidable
opponents within the Ohio Valley
Conference. On Sept. 14, the Eagles
defeated Tennessee-Martin, which
is an early favorite to win the league
title. The squad is out to its second
best start in school history.
Morehead has plenty of
weapons to throw at the Panthers,
but head coach Brenda Winkeler is
hoping to neutralize a couple of
those.
At the forefront is sophomore
outside hitter Charelle Lampkins
who was second in the OVC with
4.21 kills per gameWednesday.
Lampkins also leads the league in
digs, making her a force on offense
and defense.
Outside hitters Amy Almond
(3.83 kills per game) and Jessica
Wood (3.67) are ranked fourth and
fifth on the conference leader
board in that category.
“What we try to do is to key on
their top two players and take them
out,” Winkeler said. “You hope
that you can do that and take your
chances with the rest of the team,
hoping that no one else steps up.”
For the Panthers, it’s the confer-
ence opener after Saturday’s match
with Austin Peay State was post-
poned.The contest will be made up
some time in November.
The key will be blocking and
passing. Both are areas Eastern has
been trying to improve upon in
recent matches. The Eagles are the
best passing team in the conference
(13.89 assists per game) with the
Panthers close behind (13.61) in
second.
“In volleyball passing is the
biggest thing,” Winkeler said.
“That’s going to definitely be a
key against them.
“We have to be consistent there.
It’s where the whole offensive flow
starts.”
The passing duties will be
shared between senior Rebecca
Ooyen and freshman Lindsay
Perkins. Perkins is ranked third in
the conference in passing with 10
per game, behind Morhead’s Casie
Garland (11.59), who is also a
freshman. Tennessee-Martin
junior Lindsey Vicknair leads the
conference with 12.08.
Panthers open conference season with pair of home games this weekend
Panthers
retake field
in Kansas
Rugby team heads
west to take on KU
By Raymond Keeler
Staff writer
Just like all of Eastern’s teams,
the women’s rugby game was can-
celed this past weekend in a deci-
sion made by Interim President
Lou Hecken and Director of
Athletics  Rich McDuffie.
A make-up date for the game
against Illinois State has been
tentatively set for Nov. 10th.
On the decision to postpone
the game, head coach Frank
Graziano said, “It’s a great gesture
out of respect for what our coun-
try is going though.”
“Now [after the break] we will
be able to enjoy playing, but it will
still be difficult,” Graziano said.
“It will still be in the backs of our
minds.”
So as the women suit up and
buckle down for this week’s road
game against the  rugby club from
Kansas University, they are finally
getting back to game shape.
“We seemed a little clumsy last
week and earlier this week, but in
the last few days we have really
gotten it back together,” Graziano
said.
The team will be without
inside center Mary Archer this
weekend.
She injured her back and will
not be able to play this week, but
should be ready for next week’s
game against the University of
Illinois.
Graziano said it seems the
team is trading old injuries for
new ones as the players that were
injured early in the season are fine
now, but athletes that were
healthy in the beginning of the
season are developing injuries and
illnesses.
“These are freak accidents,”
Graziano said of the injuries. “But
we will not change our game
plan.”
there’s very little we can do right now if some-
one was determined to hijack a plane and fly it
into Comiskey Park this weekend. Deep down,
we all know this.
So the few of us who are still understandably
afraid to go near the Sears Tower or the St.
Louis Arch are probably not lining up to get
bleacher tickets. Saying planes aren’t allowed to
go near sports games isn’t going to allay that
fear.
For the most part, however, fans won’t think
about the danger of catching a game this week-
end. They’ll wonder if they brought enough
charcoal for the hibachi in the bed of the pick-
up truck.
We’ve rebounded from this tragedy wonder-
fully. We have pulled together and celebrated
our Americanness. Part of that Americanness is
tailgating and screaming at the top of our lungs
at overpaid professional athletes and dressing
up like weirdos in our team’s colors.
So let us do it without reminding us that the
world has changed. Let us have our pennant
races and 50-degree football games and roaring
race cars.
Let us have our flyovers.
Neistein
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Catch football coverage straight from Eastern Kentucky. Monday in sports.
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Sigma Chi
Rush
Schedule
Fall ‘01
Friday, September 21
YOU’LL FIND IT HERE!
Formal Smoker
Coat & Tie Appreciated 5:00
For Rides and Information Call Mark at 345-6547 or Joe at 581-6883
Friday
Too Much Walleye 
HUSH PUPPIES,  SLAW,
POTATO SALAD...$6.95
Lemon Pepper 
CAPENSIS
Sweet, flaky white fish
BAKED not
fried.....LOW IN FAT
$6.95
SATURDAY
FROG LEG DINNER
$8.95
BEEF BACK RIBS
Served with two sides
$7.95
advertisers!
this is your chance to impress:
• neighbors
• friends
• loved ones
• many more!
place your ad today in the
daily eastern news!
one of our friendly ad representatives
will be happy to serve you!
Men’s soccer here and herea nd here and
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer
This Sunday, Eastern’s men’s
soccer team will get to step back
onto the field against competition
for the first time in two weeks.
“It’s tough not having played in
two weeks,” head coach Adam
Howarth said. “We don’t know
what team we will see out there,
but I think our kids are ready to
play.”
For the past two weeks the
Panthers have been scrimmaging
to keep themselves familiar with
game situations. Unfortunately,
scrimmages against teammates is
not the same as actual competition
with an opponent.
“It’s difficult to get that game
like experience in practice,”
Howarth said.
Luckily, the Panthers’ schedule
has dealt them a favorable hand.
Not only will they have the home
field advantage, but their oppo-
nent, IUPU-Fort Wayne, is a
young team in its first season in
Division I.
“They are a young team, obvi-
ously they will be a little inexperi-
enced.” Howarth said. “We can
not take them lightly, and we must
be ready to play.”
The Panthers (2-2) have a ter-
rific chance to break the .500 bar-
rier for the season.The Mastodons
have struggled so far this year with
a record of 0-3-1. The 1 p.m.
Sunday game will also be the
Panthers first home contest of the
season.
“I am excited about the game,
being our first home of the sea-
son,” Howarth said. “We have had
good crowds on the road and I
hope we will have one on Sunday
too.”Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Sophomore midfielder Matt Reddington tries to keep an opponent away from the ball in a game earlier this season.
defensively a year ago.
After being flogged 49-6 last season by the
Panthers, EKU has something to prove in front
of the home fans.
“They’ll come to play and they’ll have last
year in the back of their minds,” Spoo said.
“This will be a tough game for both sides.We’ll
have to play our best.”
Playing to perfection is something the
Panthers have already come close to handling.
In the first week’s performance against Indiana
State,Tony Romo’s passing was perfect 16-for-
16 for 264 yards, with 3 TD’s. To compliment
the offense, the defense side held Indiana St. to
a measley 14 points, with strong performances
by Livingston and Corey Lewis, with 13 and 9
tackles respectively.
“Under the circumstances it was good to get
time off,but right now we are definitely ready to
go,” senior defensive tackle Brad Metzger said.
All the statistics look good on paper for both
teams, but the rivalry on Saturday will be won
in those 60 minutes on the field.
“Everything is on the field,” said senior
Kourtney Young, a Third Team All-American
selection last season. “We feel we can dominate
anyone on offense and defense. I don’t see us
letting down at all.”
Eastern coming into this game with huge
expectations and a plan for going 2-0 in the
young season, but EKU will be poised to stop
the 10th ranked Panther powerhouse.
“The atmosphere tells me that our guys are
ready to play,” Spoo said. “Once that ball is
kicked, it’s going to be a slugfest. It will be a
dogfight.”
Fire
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Panther Sports Calendar
Friday: Cross country hosts Eastern Illinois Open.
Friday: Volleyball vs. Morehead St. @ Lantz Arena
Saturday: Football @ Eastern Kentucky, 11 a.m. on
WEIU-TV
Sunday: Men’s soccer vs. IUPU-Fort Wayne
Cocked and ready to fire
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Eastern quarterback Tony Romo attempts to complete a pass Wednesday in practice. Romo was a perfect 16-for-16 passing in the Panthers  season
opener two weeks ago. Saturday s 11 a.m. game at Eastern Kentucky will be broadcasted on WEIU-TV. 
After two weeks off, Panthers ready to retake field Saturday at EKU
By Ben Duke
Staff writer
After the cancelation of last week’s game
against Illinois St., Eastern’s football team is like
a shotgun ready to go off. The team is coming
off two straight weeks of practice heading into
Saturday’s 11 a.m. game at Eastern Kentucky,
which will be broadcasted live on WEIU-TV.
“We’re anxious to play again, the attitude this
week has been very upbeat,” head coach Bob
Spoo said.
The week off wasn’t ideal for the Panthers,
but it might have been exactly what the team
needed. With some players battered and
bruised, the team had an extra week to prepare
and make sure everyone is mentally and physi-
cally sound.
“We took this week as an advantage to get
guys healthy and to get more mentally pre-
pared,” senior linebacker Antoine Livingston
said. “I see us taking that momentum and fire
we have into the game on Saturday.”
This early season game for the Panthers will
prove to be a key test that could possibly deter-
mine the outcome for the rest of this season. A
win could lift the team’s spirits and give the
Panthers an edge heading into the mid-stretch
of the season.
“This game is going to be a dogfight,”
Livingston said. “Eastern Kentucky is a more
talented team this year, and with a lot at stake,
we’re taking this as the biggest game of the year
right now.”
Similar to Eastern’s well-rounded team, the
Colonels also have a few weapons of their own.
EKU has one of the top Division I-AA run-
ners in the country. Freshman tailback, C.J.
Hudson, is ranked second in the nation with
178 yards rushing per game, and 12th in all-
purpose yards per game with 184. Hudson has
run for 356 yards and six touchdowns in two
games.
“He’s a very good football player,” Spoo said.
“He’s a small guy, but he weighs a solid 190 with
great speed. Out of high school, he was listed as
one of the top three rushers in the country.”
On the other side of the ball, EKU is stingy
on defensive.The Colonels defense held Liberty
to -18 yards rushing in the season’s second week
and only 208 all-purpose yards. The Colonels
were one of the top five teams in the nation
Ready for a run
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Members of Eastern s women s cross country team
practice earlier this season.
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The men’s and women’s cross country
teams will welcome nine opponents Friday to
its lone home meet of the season, the Eastern
Illinois Open.
After canceling last weekend’s meet at
Ilinois State to continue training, Eastern will
enter the heart of the season Friday.
“We’re finishing off a tough two and a half
week training program,” head coach John
McInerney said.
“We’re going to start making statements
down the road and deciding who will run in
our pre-national meet.This weekend and next
we’re going to start getting more focused and
expect the levels to rise.”
Eastern will step up to the starting line
with Arkansas State University, Western
Illinois University, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, Danville Area Community
College, Wren Lake Community College and
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville.
“On the men’s side, I’d expect we’re the
heavy favorites with a few question marks,”
McInerney said.
“Arkansas and Western have good
women’s teams, but between some team races
and individual races, everyone should be
pushed real well.
“We’re focusing on leading the way on our
home course on both sides.”
With two weeks of training behind them,
the men are coming off 80-90 mile weeks
while the women were running between 60
and 70 miles.
“We got in a lot of quality and solid work-
Panthers host lone home meet of season Saturday
See RUN Page 10
Matt Neistein
Staff editor
e-mail: mtneistein@pen.eiu.edu
Top of the Key
Let sports
take flight
One of the most inspiringsights in sports is a fly-over. The sight of a
squadron of American fighter
planes zooming over a packed sta-
dium, sometimes trailing colored
smoke, always elicits a roar of
approval from the crowd and
more than a few goosebumps.
Flyovers are often done during
championship games, and almost
always during times of war or
other times of national tribute.
There will be no flyovers this
weekend.
The Federal Aviation
Administration issued a blanket
restriction on airspace near
“major” sporting events this week-
end in response to a flood of
requests by both professional and
college sports organizations to
aircraft from flying by their
games.
Initially, the University of
Michigan asked for the restriction
over its football stadium, which
seats over 107,000, the most in
college football. The University of
Wisconsin also made such a
request, and pretty soon the FAA
just threw its hand up and said no
plane could go within three miles
of any “major” sporting event,
although “major” wasn’t defined.
Sports officials believe that
sports fans will be more open to
attending games if they don’t have
to worry about the occasional 747
that cruises by.
I would say they are overesti-
mating the fear level of America
at this point. We are getting back
to some semblance of normalcy,
and we are less nervous about
being in or near obvious terrorist
targets, like monuments, build-
ings and transportation hubs. The
sight of a jet soaring above us
doesn’t make us run for cover.
They are also underestimating
our intelligence, as well. Even the
FAA admits its mandate really
can’t prevent a plane from flying
through this restricted airspace —
it only gives the FAA a reason to
punish someone who does.
I’m guessing airspace around
the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon was restricted, and look
how much that helped.
It’s difficult to admit, but
See NEISTEIN Page 10 See FIRE Page 11
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The past comes al ive
through ‘Spoon River’
New play at the Doudna Fine Arts
Center tells ghostly tales that are
both shocking and humorous
At approximately 7 p.m., Sept. 26,
between 70-75 ghosts from the WWI-1920’s
era will begin haunting Eastern’s Studio 7 the-
atre.
In addition to talking to their immortal
selves in a graveyard, these spectres will also
engage in their own Barn Dance!  A little
spooked? Don’t call the Ghostbusters just yet,
for all of those ancient phantoms are the super-
naturally talented cast of “Spoon River
Anthology,” by day!       
The only frightening thing about this pro-
duction is the amount of material they will each
recite: twelve monologues per  actor!  The
preparation has been absolutely rigorous for
this small cast. In only three weeks, they man-
aged to memorize an average of two mono-
logues a day, and are have already mastered
their parts.
Gripping the iron stair rails, three girls
huffed and occasionally squealed, as they duti-
fully (and somewhat happily) laced and
yanked each other into the dreaded organ
squishing costumes: corsets. No, the girls are
not sado-masochists, it’s just another dress
rehearsal. 
The six actors in this time period produc-
tion are as follows: Sarah Butcher,senior the-
atre arts major; Jennie Pepsmick,senior the-
atre arts major; Goldie Jaco, junior theatre arts
major; Ryan Estes,junior theatre arts major;
Marcus Hendricks, senior theatre arts major;
and Eric Evans, junior education major. Jerry
Eishenhower is Director, and Emily Betz serves
the multiple roles of Assistant Director, Stage
Manager, as well as trainer for both the light
and sound crews.  
Evans gushes about his initial reaction to
being cast, “I was so excited, I can’t even
explain what it feels like, especially being
new! But the cast has made it so easy.” 
This particular production is unlike any play
most theatre goers have seen, especially since
it is not, in fact, an official play. Contrarily, it is
actually a collection of poems written by Edgar
Lee Masters, appropriately taken from an
anthology of his poetry. 
Eishenhower chose between 70-75 of the
most “speakable” works,  edited a few of them
for optimum drama, and shaped them into
roughly an hour and a half of historical,
heartwrenching and sometimes hilarious the-
atre entertainment.  Characters are based on
real people, adding an intellectual enrichment
for audiences.  
He was attracted to this show because the
odd lack-of-format allows a lot of freedom for
photos by Kate Mitchell/ Associate photo editor
See ANTHOLOGY Page 5b
Last Resorts to rock out at 7th
Street Underground Saturday in the
basement of the MLK Union. pg. 3b
Band O.A.R. gives an admirable per-
formance in Champaign. Check out
the review. Pg. 4b
WHAT’S INSIDE
by amee bohrer
Staff writer
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Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
Your bad karma has caught up
with you. This weekend, beware of
what you do. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). Now
is the time to let loose and party till
you drop. Go have fun.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21).
You need to take a break. Spend
some time doing nothing at all.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21). Do not be oversensitive this 
weekend. Take whatever your
friends say with a grain of salt.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19).
Wherever you are is where the 
party is. Go out and round up a
big group.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
You have had a really serious tone
lately. Goof off with your friends
and get out of your rut.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
You need to spend some time
alone. Stay away from friends and
family for a while and think to
yourself.
Aries (March 21-April 19). It is
time to take your relationships to
the next level. Don’t worry about
getting too close, the other person
likes you too.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You
need a break from being in a rela-
tionship. Be alone for a while and find
who you  are.
Gemini (May 22-June 21). The
semester is still not half over yet, and
you are already running out of
money. Put your money back in your
wallet and clip some coupons.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). You
need to meet a new group of people.
Find some new friends and open
yourself up to new horizons.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You have
been very well behaved lately by get-
ting your work done and staying at
home. This weekend, you deserve to
live the high life.
Tan Lines
Open 7 Days a Week
345-
Through October
free bottle of Australian Gold lotion
with purchase of 200 minutes
in the Ultimate bed or 12 Power
bed tans or 20 Regular bed tans.
*Not valid with any other offer.
Back to
School 
Special:
Ask about our group specials
Heineken & Amstil Light
presents 
JAZZ HAPPY HOUR!!
Quartets, trios, and duets-
Every Saturday 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
509 Van Buren
Featuring local and visting musicians$2 bottles of
Heineken & Amstel
345-2380
BAR -N- GRILLJR’SKARAOKE
Every Friday & Sunday
9-1
Sunday Bloody Mary Specials $1.75
Wednesday Pucker Shot Special
$1.00
1412 Broadway Ave
258-9004
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
American Beauty is officially open for business!
Tracie Rankin formerly of Hairbenders II
301 C W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston,  IL 61920
P H :  ( 2 1 7 )  3 4 8 - 3 3 8 8
Walk-Ins Welcome
Bring in this ad for $2.00 Off your next service
Uptowner Bands
September 8 - Crow Jane
September 14 - The Station
September 15 - Livingston
September 21 - Jason
Eklund Band
September 22 - Catfish
Jenkins
September 28 - Flapjacks “Grin”
Starts 9 PM$2 Cover
MARIANNE’S
WHERE THE FOOD IS 
HOMEMADE!
Monday Night
Mic Night!
7-11 pm
Poetry plus Music!
Fresh Roasted Euro Coffee and Chai
Vegetarian Specials
Chicken or Tuna Salad
Wraps
Greek Salad
Homemade Soups
Bagels Variety
Spreads
European Desserts
Black Forest
Kuchen
Cheese Cakes
Brats, Sandwiches, German Fried Potatoes
615 Monroe, Charleston
Monday-Saturday open from 9am-8pm
Rentals? Now & 2nd Semester!
W ood Real Estate
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
Call Today for details
345-4489
Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Just Thinking...
Entertainment needs less rage
Weekend horoscopes
We can’t elude it, every news channel we flip
to and nearly every movie we watch saturates us in it.
Hollywood force-feeds it to us through television series
on a regular basis. It floods many books and corrupts
musical lyrics at times. 
What might I be referring to?
None other than depictions of violence through
words, pictures or actions.
Sure, violence Hollywood style captures your atten-
tion and adds flavor to the entertainment world, but
have we come to a point where it is just too prevalent?
These days we are all too accustomed to seeing
actors pull out their machine guns or toss a grenade at
a skyscraper on the silver screens. However, it seems
directors and producers didn’t wake up to the fact that
we may be eating up more violence than we want to
swallow until the disastrous terrorist acts unfolded in
New York City and Washington, D.C.
Suddenly directors are scrambling to revamp their
particular television show or movie. The fall television
line-ups for the various networks are already in the
process of being altered significantly. In fact, select net-
works are pondering whether they should omit one
series altogether. A few recording artists also grasped
the fact that it would be in poor taste to release upcom-
ing albums with violent cover art, instead opting to
redesign them.
Perhaps producers and directors are realizing
maybe we don’t want to see all the blood and gore
they thought we would be eager to gobble up.
It seems Americans today consume violence like
greasy fries in a fast food joint, forgetting that the stuff 
may have an adverse effect on their well-being later in
life.
It is just too bad it took a horrific act like the one
America endured to prompt these changes from direc-
tors and artists.
Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy the spice of violence
conveyed by the entertainment industry from time to
time. But viewing it or hearing references to violent acts
perpetually does get to me.
In the aftermath of the tragedies in the U.S., it’s no
surprise I notice civilians clamoring for comical films at
video stores while avoiding news programs.
The brutally violent terrorist acts have hindered all
Americans and even if it means curling up with our
favorite comedy, we all need to find a bright light
amidst the destruction that has occurred. 
With everything that has impacted America recent-
ly, it just seems as though the violence citizens have
eyed strictly as entertainment in the 20th Century has
become a reality. Since the violence has become a
reality it seems we need to have the entertainment ver-
sion placed on the back burner for a while.
With all the abrasions left on America’s soil as a
result of the recent acts, will we ever look at a
Schwarzenegger movie the same way again?
I doubt it. For many people, especially those who
lost loved ones, violence in the entertainment industry
will not be considered entertaining anymore.
Now if only the television networks would quit
replaying the footage of the terrorist attacks like a bro-
ken record, maybe we can watch the news again
without continuously cringing.
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Jason Eklund Band                          9:30 p.m. Sat Sept. 22 The Uptowner                                                       $2                              345-4622
Twin City Groove 9 p.m. Sat. Sept. 22                Gunner Buc’s  (21 and over) $2 235-0123
The Applicators, Swampass, Saltwater Vampires 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 22             The Dungeon                                                      $3                               345-2380
Catfish Jenkins                                               9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept. 21                 The Uptowner                                                     $2                               345-4622   
Pop Rocks                                                           9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 21                 Gunner Buc’s  (21 and over)                                 $3                              235-0123
The Impalas                                                   10 p.m. Fri. Sept. 21               Friends & Co.                  $2 345-2380
The Last Resorts                                                   9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept 11           7th Street Underground                                      Free
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“We’ll make the bod-
ies hit the floor!”  This spirited
promise was delivered by lead
guitarist Matt Rennels of The
Last Resorts as a preview of the
band’s Saturday night show at
7th Street Underground.  
The Last Resorts per-
form at 9:30 p.m. Saturday at
7th Street Underground.  The
show is free for students.
Compared to the likes
of Cake and Ben Folds Five,
The Last Resorts is comprised of
four members al l  from the
Charleston area. Other mem-
bers include Ryan Groff as
lead singer and rhythm guitar,
Shane Reichart on bass and
Steve Vandeveer at drums.  
This band, which
writes all of its own original
music, has a very eclect ic
sound.  It plays a wide variety
of rock, which is not too heavy
and not too light. The band
also occasionally jams a few
cover songs. 
Some major shows that
these Charleston locals have
played are Chuckstock,
Celebration and the Canopy
Club in Champaign.  
The band has orga-
nized Chuckstock for the last
two years, which showcases
the talent of local bands in one
day of music.
The Last Resorts debut
album “Opening Act,” which
was released last February at
Positively Fourth Street Records,
is hopefully the beginning of a
long career for the band.  
“We hope to surpass
bands like the Rolling Stones
and Aerosmith, who should
have hung it up years ago,”
says Rennels.  
For more information
on the band, go to www.thelas-
tresorts.com.
Local boys The Last Resorts to hit 7th Street 
Photo by Sara Figiel/Photo Editor
Matt Rennels (front), Ryan Groff, Steve Vandeever and Shane Reichart will be playing a free show this
weekend at 7th Street Underground.
by jeff kalas
Staff writer
Eleven Days returns
to Marty’s Saturday
Contemporary Rock group
Eleven Days is heading back
to Marty’s after a long summer
away from Charleston.
Eleven Days expects to play
to a full house 10 p.m. tomor-
row . The cover for the show is
$3.
“Past Marty’s shows have
been absolutely packed...Fans
have trouble pushing their way
to the bathroom,” said band
manager Chuck Waggoner. 
A busy summer of touring
brought Eleven Days to bars in
the Chicagoland area,
Rockford, Effingham and even
Missouri.
Eleven Days consists of lead
singer Josh Jones, guitarist
David Caughram, bassist Tim
McConnell and drummer Mike
Wake.
The boys from Shelbyville
have been playing together for
three and half years. Three
years ago, Eleven Days signed
on with Waggoner with high
hopes of scoring a record
deal.
The group is yet to be
signed but certainly not dis-
couraged.
Within the next three
months, the band wil l  be
releasing their third album,
which is currently untitled. 
Previous albums “Where I
Used to Go,” and “Inside,”
which were released indepen-
dently, created quite a follow-
ing in past years.
Both CD’s can be purchased
online at www.CDStreet.com.
According to the band’s Web
site, the discs have been virtu-
ally sold out.
The Marty’s set will show-
case plenty of new material
written by Jones. 
The band may also perform
their rendition of “With or
Without You,” originally by
U2.
“It is a well done cover. The
band puts a lot of energy and
emotion into the song,”
Waggoner said.
Waggoner recommends
checking out the bands Web
Site for song clips, bios, CD
information and photos at
www.elevendays.com.
by jaimi fetterman
Staff writer
Tori Amos’ ‘Strange Little Girls”
falls flat from her former works
Covering everyone from The
Beatles to Eminem to Slayer,
Tori Amos’ “Strange Little Girls”
is her most ambitious but disap-
pointing album to date.
Billed as a concept album,
which aims to transform male
written songs to an entirely fem-
inine perspective, “Strange
Little Girls” showcases Amos’
enchanting voice and immense
skill as a pianist, but ultimately
falls flat.
Tracks like “Happiness is a
Warm Gun” and “I’m not in
Love” strip away every ounce
of poppy pretense down to the
song’s core, but neither version
is as compelling as the origi-
nal.
Throughout much of
“Strange Little Girls,” Amos
leaves the listener with dark
emotions and stark renditions
of the original, which she col-
ors eloquently with haunting
melody and drawn out deliv-
ery.  
Tracks l ike Neil Young’s
“Hear t of Gold” and The
Boomtown Rats ode to Violence
“I Don’t Like Mondays” are
both sung with a sort of reck-
less, punk-inflected abandon
which serves to add color and
shade to the original’s serious
message.
Contrasting with the afore-
mentioned, “Heart of Gold” is
a magnif icent rendit ion of
thrash-metal ti tans Slayer’s
“Raining Blood” which makes
even the lyrics of Slayer vocal-
ist Tom Araya appear both
poignant and beautiful.  
Possibly the best track on the
album however is Amos’ ver-
sion of the Eminem hit “97
Bonnie and Clyde.”  
While Eminem’s version is
told with such absurd and sar-
donic glee i t  comes off as
almost humorous, Amos sings
the song in barely a whisper,
which serves to add an eerie
and foreboding atmosphere
that the original lacked entirely.
As a whole, “Strange Little
Girls” is an album that tries to
do too many things simultane-
ously, rendering each element
of the album as inferior.  
While Amos’ voice is as
beautiful as always, it lacks the
personality and self-expression
of her previous releases.  
Although the idea of rework-
ing songs to convey an entirely
new and originally unintended
message is commendable, and
done relatively well, it is a pale
comparison to previous works
like “Little Earthquakes” and
“Under The Pink” which truly
show what Amos is capable as
both a musician and a song-
writer.
HH 1/2 Stars (Out of four)
by ben erwin
Staff writer
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Taking time out from petting the
kangaroos and throwing shrimp
on the barbie, Ben Folds, the
recently anointed solo artist
recorded “Rockin’ the
Suburbs,” an album that picked
up exactly where his former
pop trio left off.
It seemed slightly less
than likely for Folds to be able
to keep pace with his band’s
other pieces of work, an impec-
cable list graced by the eye-
opening masterpiece “The
Unauthorized Biography of
Reinhold Messner”, the last
release by the Ben Folds Five
before Ben packed his bags for
Australia. This move left the rest
of the band in North Carolina
and the fans and music industry
without a piano-driven rock
band.
But the fans don’t have
to look much fur ther, as
“Rockin’ the Suburbs” is exactly
what a fan of the dissembled
band could want. Folds picked
up just where he left off with
“Reinhold Messner” and plant-
ed a promising foundation for
future material. 
Folds has always had
a unique blend of stylings. And
with a couple more ingredients
in the mix and a few more
koalas in the backyard, the
already renowned king of mis-
chief pop reaches back to the
Beach Boys vocal stylings on
‘Pet Sounds’. On such tracks as
“Losing Lisa” and “Gone,” I
can’t help but wonder if Brian
Wilson decided to pay a quick
visi t to the Krell studios in
Australia.
Folds is one of the
finest songwriters of our time,
creating song structures and
melody lines that are just as
careless and fun as they are
warm and endearing. It may
not be easy being both that
friend you can tel l  al l  your
deepest problems to and the
smartass in the back of the
class all at the same time,
but Folds pulls it off without
a trace of a problem.
“Rock in ’”  i s  a  p ic -
ture-perfect fall album, and
ideal for any other season
for that matter. Aside from
the overtly cheesy title track,
the first single off the album,
“Rockin’” f lows on through
without a problem. Produced by
Ben Grosse and Folds, Ben also
laid down all the instrumenta-
tion on the album himself with
the exception of a guitar, a few
strings and a couple vocal
lines.
With a mischievous
grin and a deep down touch of
restlessness, Folds pulls out such
whimsical pop nuggets as “Zak
and Sara” (Zak without a “c”
and Sara without an “h”) or
Fired, a song where Folds
walks a tightrope between a
showtune and a pop ditty trac-
ing back to the Five’s first self-
titled album.
And as I said, when
Folds isn’t busy being a smar-
tass, he’s grieving and releas-
ing his sorrows in the tender
form of song. 
On the cello accompa-
nied piano ballad “Fred Jones
Part 2”, Cake frontman John
McCrea joins Ben to sing the
sad song of a lonely retiring
newspaper reporter. And Folds
certainly saved the best for last,
moving me one more time with
“The Luckiest,” easily the most
beautiful love song I have
heard in a long time.
There’s just something
about his writing style. Whether
it’s that graceful piano he plays,
his personal lyrics overflowing
with sentiments, or the passion
and emotion that he has in his
voice, Folds just knows how to
put together a great song.
Perhaps Ben fel t
trapped by the restraints pre-
sent in the Ben Folds Five.
Maybe there were conflicting
interests. Or maybe he was just
looking for something else musi-
cally. 
I’m not sure what exact-
ly it was that pushed him to
break up the Ben Folds Five.
Nevertheless, I was more than
impressed with the outcome of
his first works as a solo artist.
H H H 1/2 stars (Out of four)
Free of ‘Five,’ Ben Folds bounces back better than before
Of a Revolution (O.A.R.)
invaded Champaign’s Canopy
Club Friday  to play a solid punk
rock set while still keeping in mind
the tragic events that Americans
have gone through during the
week.  
O.A.R. put on a tremen-
dous show that set the tone for the
rest of the weekend.   They took
the stage at 11:30 wearing yel-
low ribbons for their first show
since Tuesday’s attack and request-
ed a moment of silence.  When a
few fans refused to stop talking,
vocalist/guitarist Marc Roberge
covered his face in disgust and
refused to play until the sold-out
Canopy Club audience fell silent.  
After the brief moment of
silence, Roberge said, “Tonight is
not about forgetting what’s hap-
pening, it’s about being together”.
O.A.R. opened their show with an
energetic “City on Down” and fol-
lowed it with “The Wanderer,”
“Black Rock” and “Delicate Few.” 
Saxophonist Jerry
Depizzo’s playing shined on the
improvisational “Wonderful Day
Jam.” Left Undone keyboardist
Danny Chaimson joined the band
onstage for “On Top the Cage,”
“Nightshift” and a cover of Bob
Marley’s “Stir It Up”.  “Stir It Up”
brought the remaining members of
Left Undone onstage to add their
vocals to the song and the
song ended with a sponta-
neous “U.S.A.” chant resonat-
ing off the Canopy Club’s ceil-
ing.  
“Hey Girl” followed
with a verse of “Louie Louie”
thrown in to the crowd’s
delight.  After “Get
Away,” the band played a
very heartfelt “I Feel Home.”
When Roberge and  were
rejoined by their bandmates on
stage, they played Simon and
Garfunkel’s “59th Street Bridge
Song,” which led into the
always amazing “That Was A
Crazy Game of Poker” with
Left Undone coming out and
again adding their voices to
the song.  
They closed with
“Destination” and left to a
chant of “U.S.A.”  
Also, hats off to the
Chicago based funk quintet Left
Undone who opened up on
Friday and put on a very ener-
getic show.  
Midway through their
hour-long set, lead singer Ben
Glazer announced, “It’s okay
to be sad, it’s okay to be mad,
and it’s okay to be scared, but
we are America.  We are the
best and no one even comes
close!”  With that they
launched into a cover of John
Cougar Mellencamp’s “Pink
Houses” which brought
Roberge to the stage to join in
the “Ain’t that America” chorus.  
The concert was
incredible and well worth the
trip.
The concert was an
amazing start to the weekend,
and the next stop for the band
was Illinois State University for
a benefit show put on by
Sigma Tau Gamma.  At ISU,
the band raised $10,000 for
the victims of the terrorist
attacks.
by matt rennels
Staff writer
Photo by Steve Baran/Staff photographer
O.A.R. unites with Left Undone for a special rendition of “That Was a
Crazy Game of Poker” at the Canopy Club.
O.A.R. concert was a great tribute
by jared dehority
Staff writer
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Fall calendars are filling up with special events
Job fairs, rush, formals, homecoming, anytime
Don t forget to add Shear Professionals to your schedule!
Shear Professionals
503 Buchanan- Charleston 345-4449
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ANHOLOGY continued
from page 1    
The extremely minimal set puts
additional pressure on the actors
to incorporate appropriate stage
business and blocking into their
monologues.  The only furniture
consists of three square blocks,
painted bright colors, which are
transported and utilized in different
ways throughout the show. Other
than that, there are no props. Each
actor has only one basic costume,
and small accessories are added
to differentiate between each char-
acter.  
The two level mini-stage is cov-
ered in black dropcloth and paint-
ed to imply the muted and golden
colors of fall, and the center of this
set is a massive tree which rises
from the center of the top level.  
Hand crafted by theatre stu-
dents, it is surprisingly intricately
decorated. Instead of the tradition-
al paint, the tree is an ornate
mosaic of what appears to be
fibers of various textures woven
together to resemble different pat-
terns of wood on a tree; it is a
work in progress, and when fin-
ished, should be a stunning center-
piece. 
However, the most fascinating
aspect of this production is the fas-
cinating diversity of the characters,
who are all ghosts in an Illinois
graveyard, revealing intimate
details of their lives, and deaths. 
When interviewed, each cast
member had enthusiastic com-
ments about the diversity of the
characters they have each been
assigned, as well as the struggles
they have relating to them. 
Estes feels he is portraying
some rather eccentric characters.
He describes a few of them: “I go
from being sweet, to being an
arsonist who burns down stuff.  I
kill my wife pregnant with my ninth
child with a hatchet.”
Pepsmick learned something
especially intriguing in preparation
for one of her roles: “My director
taught me to walk like a prosti-
tute.” She laughs, “It still needs per-
fecting.” 
Hendricks is delighted with his
role. A theatre buff since high
school, his years of hard work
have finally paid off, as he just
landed his first major role as a cast
member in this production. 
Jacos is awestruck by her fel-
low castmates, explaining, “I’m
working with three seniors, who
are all verterens and very, very tal-
ented.”
Although Betz has worked in
12 shows in high school, and
more than six at Eastern, she
grandly announces that “This is the
best show I’ve ever worked in.” 
When asked for one crazy
story from rehearsals, the entire
cast bursts into hysterics: “Just
one?!”  they all scream. 
In the short time together, they
are a tightly knit, very physically
affectionate group of friends,
cracking up over each other’s
mishaps. 
Jacos got a voluptous surprise
one day: “I was tired, so I
dropped my head a little,” only to
be almost suffocated by the vol-
canic cleavage created by my
corset! 
Eastern students can witness
all of this ghostly mayhem on these
dates: Sept. 26, 27, 28, 29 at 7
p.m., and Sept. 30 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are now on sale, and the
cost is $3.50 for students, $6 for
senior citizens and faculty and $8
for adults. The ticket office can be
reached at 581-3110.
As the success of ”Spoon River
Anthology” hinges on each actor’s
ability to tune into their inner-
schizophrenic, Estes epitomizes
the experience: “We’re definitely
bipolar, every one of us!”  
Sandwich Shop
p l a c e
located at 423 Lincoln
345-2466 Open 7 Days a Week!!
Joey’s Deli sandwiches- Big taste, lower prices-
Just the best sandwiches on the block.  All
sandwiches are served on 9” long loaf of bread,
baked here fresh.
Turkey & Cheese - Fresh lettuce and Hellmans mayo.
Made with fat free boneless turkey breast, served on our
fresh baked french bread......................................................$2.99
Ham & Cheese - same deal! Fresh lettuce, tomato, real
mayo(Hellmans) - fresh baked here each day and Farmstead
lean ham...................................................................................$2.99
Roast Beef & Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans) makes this a tremendous beef sandwich
....................................................................................................$2.99
Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone Cheese and American
Cheese, fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans).................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion, 
special sauce, lettuce, tomato, mayo...a lite bite, for a late
night!..........................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer our own choice
chuck, then cover it with homemade sweet & zesty BBQ
sauce.  This ain’t no dainty sandwich.................................$3.29
Italian Beef - deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side- Just
like Mamma’s..........................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our char-broil
grill by chef Mark to perfectionAwesome!.................$3.20
Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grilled sausage for one of the best 
sandwiche...................................................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak- A 4oz. beef steak grilled with onions
& sweet peppers then covered with provolone cheese-
the next best thing to visiting Philly-Yo!.................$3.59
Chicken Philly- Just like Philly Steak only with lean 
Chicken......................................................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - Not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flame then served with
your choice of topping on our own home made french
bread..........................................................................................$3.29
Meatball Deluxe - 4, YES 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on our
home made bread.   Suffocated in our Grandma-style mari-
nara red sauce.........................................................................$3.29
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand stretched
pita bread, topped with home made cucumber sauce, toma-
toes and onion- The best gyros in central
Illinois.....................................................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - A lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (not chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce-served on our fresh
baked buns...............................................................................$2.89
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best!-
Our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked as you order, over
the open flame of char-broil grill, served on our made-here
oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup, fresh pickle, 
onions relish and tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger...............................................$1.79
Double Hamburger.............................................$2.79
Cheeseburger.......................................................$1.99
Double Cheese Burger..................................... ..$3.29
All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our fresh
buns we bake here.  All come with Regular of BBQ
Chips!
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato, and celery salt. yes, all dogs get chips .......$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun,
Crazy!.....................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog - same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar 
cheese, Wow! ........................................................$2.09
Chili Dog - with heaping pile of chili con carne, Great!
.................................................................................$2.09
Honey Dipped Corn Dog- The Best!...................$1.89
Cheese and Chili Dog- a pile of chili on top of our great
dogs then smothered in cheddar cheese, Wow! What a
load!.........................................................................$2.39
Sides:
Chips (Reg. or BBQ) only....................................................$ .65
Onion Rings, Beer Battered (Don’t Eat & Drive).......$1.49
Mozzarela Sticks 5 of the 1oz. real mozzarela cheese, 
Red Sauce- Just Ask................................................................$2.75
Original Sin Brownies “The Best” .........................$ .89
Drinks
Ice Tea • Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • 7-Up...................................$ .89
“We deliver on time, so you won’t blow your mind”
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We Deliver
ALL DAY- EVERY DAY
345-2466
11AM- 12 MIDNIGHT
All prices are subject to sales tax
W E B A K E A L L O U R B U N S A N D B R E A D S R I G H T H E R E !
$1.50 DomesticLong Necks
Friday Shot Special
Every  Satur day
Every  F r iday
Choose from 35 Imports
$2 and $3
Bands- See Verge
$1.50
655 West Lincoln Suite 12
348-8123
A New Look
Wal
k-in
s are
Wel
com
e!
Family Haircare & Tanning
Monthly Unlimited Tanning
-175 Speed Super Bed
-32 Bulbs
-3 Face Tanners
$30 per month
-175 Speed Super Bed
-30 Bulbs
$28 per month
Hair Salon
Friday
The Impalas
(Blues)
509 Van Buren
Saturday
The Applicators (Austin, Texas)
Swampass
Saltwater Vampires
* In the Dungeon
$1 Leinenkugel
Drafts
345-2380
These folks just got
done advertising with
the DAILY EASTERN
NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
$1 pints of SamAdams
The movie “Hardball” has an unoriginal
script and is just a revision/update on a
classic movie formula.  I don’t know if I
could write a worse script.
You know, the one where a rag-
tag group of misfits (x) is turned into
formidable well-trained unit (y) in order
to excel in event (z). I can’t really stray
from the formula because its worked so
many times before.  
Did you ever see “The Mighty
Ducks?” Yeah, wasn’t it great how they
were such underdogs, but then they man-
aged to win the championship match.
Unfortunately, I can’t just take that movie
and write in a different sport, because
that’s already been done.  
In fact, “Mighty Ducks” is just a
copy, I’m not even really sure if there was
an original example of this sub-genre, per-
haps Sergei Eisenstein made one about
some little communist underdogs who
managed to take the crown in the
“armed revolution” tournament.  
Anyway, the way I see it, I’ll
either have to mix up the characters in a
way just wacky enough to make the
movie charming and hilarious, or I’ll have
to try and inject some real social com-
mentary or emotion into the movie.  
If I choose the first half of this
disjunction, then I could add say...a robot
who was built by the government in
order to perform military tasks, or a
stray animal or pet that has a surprising
talent for performing in event (z).  The
animal choice works on so many levels
and has tested remarkably in such classics
as Air Bud: Golden Receiver, Air Bud:
World Pup, Ed(with Matt LeBlanc) and
MVP.  
I think my studio wants a new,
fresh approach, though.  Maybe I could
try injecting this other thing that people
talk about sometime in relation to
movies. What is it again? Oh yeah, emo-
tion. Isn’t that what that movie “Sleepless
in Seattle” was about or something? That
seemed to do well. Maybe I’ll try it. 
The problem with that is that I’ll
have to find some real good actors in
order convey these feelings to the audi-
ence. Oh well, I guess that’s the
Producer’s problem. I’m sure they’ll find
someone good. 
The producers of
“Hardball” are banking on the
performance of famed thespian
Keanu Reeves to carry the
emotional weight of the pic-
ture. The end result? A mal-
odorous, steaming load.
Not since “The Bad
News Bears” and the inevitable
sequel, “The Bad News Bears
Go To Japan” has there been a
groundbreaking, quasi-impres-
sionistic entry into the beloved
genre of children’s sports
movies. The twenty minutes in
“Japan” where nothing but
Japanese is spoken - sans subti-
tles? Gold.
“Hardball” doesn’t
even pander to the young audi-
ence it seems to be targeting.      
Keanu stumbles
around like a man in serious
need of another hit of crack.
He has the looks of a male
model and the acting ability of,
say, that little guy from Fantasy
Island or Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
And just as
Schwarzenegger was miscast as
an impregnated man in “Junior,”
Reeves’ performance could be
considered a tryout for the full-
length feature version of
Fantasy Island. A lot of grunting,
sweating and mumbled obsceni-
ties.
The movie starts out
promisingly enough - with a
severe beating of Keanu. Forget
the lack of action, plot or
humor. Even the prepostorous
idea that Keanu could help
some inner-city kids become
champs. He does nothing, I
repeat nothing, to coach the
kids. It all must have happened
offscreen. Just like the final
game. They simply don’t show
it. 
More disturbing is the
subconscious implication that
all these cute, foul-mouthed
kids from the hood need to
win is the guidance of whitey.
All of the authority figures in
the film are white, and every
stereotype you have about peo-
ple living in poverty are perpet-
uated.
The film is set in
Chicago, despite glaring errors
by the location scouts. Sluggers,
a bar I may have frequented
after a Cubs game or two, is
actually the one in Vernon Hills.
A trip to an unnamed Baseball
stadium looks more like the
Schaumburg Flyers’ stadium
than Wrigley or Comiskey,
despite the stock footage
appearance of Sammy Sosa in a
blank uniform. And everyone
drinks Old Style. It must be
Chicago!
Although, the sight of
Keanu getting his swerve on to
the reoccuring motif that is The
Notorious B.I.G.’s “Big Poppa”
is a cheap laugh. As is the death
of the youngest member of the
Kikumbas, G- Baby, caught in
the crossfire of a drive by. If all
by mike sammit 
Staff writer
by jason Mule
Staff writer
Critic’s Corner: ‘Hardball’ is way too predictable
Jason says..... Mike says...
Campus Spokesperson needed.
$15/hr. job on campus.  Campus
Information Services is currently
seeking highly motivated stu-
dents.  Must have strong interper-
sonal skills and very outgoing.
For more information call 800-
375-5701.
_______________________9/21
Brian’s Place needs part time D.J.
and doormen.  Apply in person
21st & Broadway, Mattoon.
_______________________9/21
The Mattoon Academy of
Gymnastics is looking to hire an
experienced gymnastics instruc-
tor.  For more information about
this position, call 235-1080.
_______________________9/27
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant.  Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30.  Local
references a must!  Prefer Early
Childhood Major.  Please call 345-
6457.  Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
ATTENTION:  Work from home.
$25-$75/hr PT/FT.  Mail order web-
site.  www.bestmoneynow.com, 1-
800-688-7715.
______________________10/01
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida.  Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.  1-800-
234-7007.  endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides.  Work in a small home set-
ting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary.  Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion.  FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling.
1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program.  FT
includes full benefits pkg.  If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in per-
son at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00 
Dependable Delivery Drivers
Wanted!  All shifts available.  Must
have own car and insurance.
Please apply within at 453 Lincoln
Avenue, BOXA!
_______________________9/25
2 houses for lease near campus,
great rates.  Call 346-3583.
_______________________9/21
Rooms by wk/mo for men in my
home near campus.  Serious stu-
dents.  $195 mo., most utilities
included.  Call Diane between 8-
10 pm.  345-7266.
_______________________9/24
Rm.  Quiet study friendly. close to
EIU campus. Kitchen,
washer/dryer.  All utilities Paid, $275
month. 1 avail now, 2 avail spring.
345-5456
_______________________9/26
Need Sublessers: 1,2,3 for 3 bed-
room nice, spacious duplex off-
campus with washer/dryer.  Call
345-3028.  
_______________________9/28
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard.  For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students.  345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS.  ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
New 3 bedroom apt.  Furnished, util-
ities included. NO PETS!  2121 18th
Street. Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment.  Furnished.  Trash
pickup included.  2 blocks from
campus.  Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS.  FUR-
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus.  4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house.  Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE.  2-4 BR
one block from campus.  $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus. AC, carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease.
345-3232 day.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments.  3BR for 2-
3 people.  NO PETS.  348-8305.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 per-
sons, 1542 4th St.  Excellent con-
dition, all electric, c/a.  Quiet,
reserve parking, No Pets.  345-
7286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apartment acroos
from Rec Center.  Excellent condi-
tion, all electric, c/a, parking, No
Pets.  345-7286.
_________________________01
Sublessor: Needed for Spring
semester. Good location - 3rd and
Polk. One bedroom apartment.
$225 per month. Please call 345-
0564
_______________________10/4
Delta Chi’s, Good Luck this week
with Rush.  I know you will do
wonderful.  Love, your sweet-
heart.
_______________________9/21
Appearing Friday night 9 - 12 pm
at Charleston Eagles, 375 N 14th
Street, Charleston, RadioKings
formerly Sister Kate.  Guests
Welcome
_______________________9/21
Homecoming 2.5K Race
Registration and Fee Due Today
at Student Rec Center.
_______________________9/21
Spring Break Insanity!  www.inter-
campus.com or call 1-800-327-
6013.  Guaranteed lowest prices!
All destinations!  Fifteen years
experience!  Wanted:
Representatives and organiza-
tions, earn top $$$, build your
resume!
_______________________9/21
ADULT NOVELTIES
+Bachelor/ette gags, gifts, cards
and games!  GRAND BALL, 609
sixth, Charleston, T-F, 10-6, Sat
10-2.
_______________________9/21  
BETTER BEEF MAKES BETTER
BURGERS.  OURS ARE THE
BEST, BABY!  JOEY’S-WE
DELIVER-11 A.M. TIL12 MID-
NIGHT.  345-2466 FAST FAST
FAST!
9/25
ATTENTION LADIES have some
fun with sensual aids, novelties,
and adult toys. For any occasion.
Book yours today. Call Amy 618-
793-2779
9/26
FRATERNITY, SORORITY, STU-
DENT GROUPS, CLUBS, STU-
DENT ORGANIZATION-  Earn
$500-$1000 in easy 3 hour event.
No sales required.  Fund Raising
dates are filling quickly so call
today.  Contact campus info ser-
vices at 1-800-375-5701.  
9/28
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS:
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfudraiser.com three hour
fundraising event.  Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quick-
ly, so call today!  Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campus-
fundraiser.com.
10/04
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida.  Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator.  Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
10/12  
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CampusClips
Help wanted For rent For rent Announcements
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed.  All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Seminar style 4
O’clock Club meets today at 4pm to discuss contemporary
issues.  This week’s topic: homosexuality.  All welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Sunday masses are at
11am and 9pm at St. Philip Neri Chapel located across from
Andrews and Lawson Halls at the Newman Center.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS.
Induction Ceremony, Sept. 23 at 2pm in the Grand
Ballroom.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Free Sunday Supper.  Sept. 23
at 5:30pm at Wesley Foundation across 4th from Lawson.
Come and have a homemade supper with your friends.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Lighthouse, tonight from
10pm-1am at Wesley Foundation across 4th from Lawson.
Come over and enjoy the newly redecorated Lighthouse for
an evening of fun, dancing, visiting with friends, etc.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY.  Today at noon in the Oakland
Room, Union.  We are studying the book of John.
JAPANESE ANIMATION SOCIETY.  Meeting tonight at
5pm in the Effingham Room of the Union.  All are welcome
to attend.  We will be continuing Vision of Escaflowne,
Runma 1/2, Fushigi Yugi, Rurouni Kehshin, and Serial
Experiments Lain.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR.  Choir rehearsal.  Friday,
September 21 at 6 p.m. in Rm 013 Fine Arts Building.
Choir rehearsal is held every Friday.  Church services are
held every Sunday at 1:30 pm in Coleman Hall Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP.  Sunday morning
worship.  At 10:30am, Buzzard Auditorium.  Prayer at 9:30,
donuts at 10am.  Please join us!  
NATURAL TIES.  Informational meeting, Sept 24 at 6:00
pm in the Effingham Room 3rd Floor Union.  Get involved
in your commmunity.  Come see how you can make a dif-
ference in someone’s life.  
WEIU TV 88.9 FM.  Outlaw Radio “HipHop Show” tonight
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm.  Jay Z “Blueprint” and Fabulous
“Ghetofabulous” LP giveaways!  Don’t forget Sat. 9:00 pm -
12:00 am, Sun 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm.
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Sublessors
Personals
Announcements
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Ins and outs of
finance?
9 Red in the face
15 Isolated
16 Where a can-
dlestick parks?
17 Caulks
18 Vehicle in a 
no-parking
zone, maybe
19 It lets the sun
shine in
20 “Count me in!”
21 Apart from this
22 Old “Hits the
spot” sloga-
neer
23 Remains for
the day
26 Refrain sylla-
bles
30 Meccas
31 Needed things
35 Part of NATO:
Abbr.
36 Arrival that
may annoy
37 Perfect figure
38 Where Laval
University is
40 Between a rock
and a hard
place
41 Gets dark, per-
haps
42 Thingamajig
43 Picker-upper
46 “Hey, wait ___”
48 Combat zones
50 Tries to hit
54 Prepare the
way (to)
55 Helm cry after
“Ready about”
56 Victim of the
green-eyed
monster
57 Not easily
denied
58 Unbending
59 Far-ranging
adventures
DOWN
1 1848 presiden-
tial candidate
after whom
eight U.S.
counties are
named
2 Fashion model
Wek
3 Have rolling in
the aisles
4 Whose comet?
5 Gives a thrash-
ing
6 Pant sizes
7 Undecided
8 9 o’clock, to
some
9 Spot of wine?
10 Certain vita-
mins
11 It’s good for
climbing hills
12 Take the lid off
13 Cons
14 Words after
“Ready or not”
23 N.B.A. all-star
24 Dancing outfit
25 In a position to
help
27 Welcome, say
28 Gives help
29 Diurnally
31 Way in or out
32 Full range
33 Insurance poli-
cy specification
34 Part of A.D.
36 “The Plains of
Passage”
author
39 Daisy’s mis-
tress
40 Alternative to
Certs
42 Some
sparklers
43
Scheherazade’
s stock-in-trade
44 “___ I a
woman?”:
Sojourner
Truth
45 Turn green
47 Popular board
game
49 Moving well
50 Drive off
51 Hedge plant
with white flow-
ers
52 Unsubstantial
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
No. 0810
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SPRING REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the
Academic Advising Center must
make an appointment to register
for Spring 2002 term.  The
appointment must be made in per-
son.  PHONE CALLS FOR
APPOINTMENT DATES WILL
NOT BE ACCEPTED.  The
Advising Center is located in 9th
St. Hall, Room 2100.
Appointments may be made
Monday through Friday, 8am to
4pm.  Note:  If you miss your ini-
tial advisement appointment, it will
be rescheduled toward the end of
the registration period.
—Fraun Lewis, Acting Asst.
Director, Advising Center
MAXIMUM DEFICIENCY LET-
TERS
In mid-October a letter will be sent
to each student who is receiving a
D or F in one or more courses at
mid-term.  The letter will be
addressed to residence halls for
on-campus students and to off-
campus students at their local
address.  If a residence hall or
local address is not available, the
letter will be sent to the home
address.  Students who need to
update a local address must sub-
mit the address change in writing
to the Housing Office no later than
Monday, October 1, 2001.
—Karla Sanders, Director, Center
for Academic Support and
Achievement
EC/ELE/MLE ADVISEMENT
Students who have been
assigned an advisor in the
EC/ELE/MLE Department at
Buzzard Hall should sign up for
appointments with their advisors
on sheets outside Buzzard 2171.
No telephone call please.  Mr.
Duck, Mr. Coffey, and Dr. Reven
will begin advisement with
Seniors on Monday, 9/24/01.
Sign up sheets for advisors will be
posted on 10/1/01 (after registra-
tion bulletins are in the Daily
Eastern News.)  They will begin
advisement Monday, 10/8/01.
Students are to bring their portfo-
lios when meeting with advisors.
Portfolios are available in Buzzard
Hall 2220 for $8.  Junior and
Senior should sign up early, since
they are the first to register.  All
upper division EC/ELE/MLE
classes will be wait listed.  Please
do an inquiry with Touchtone
Registration or online with PAWS
in late Fall to verify Spring
Schedules.
—Dr. Carol Helwig, Chairperson
SPRING PRE-PLACEMENT
MEETING
Pre-placement meetings for all
Spring 2002 student teachers will
b e held on Thursday, September
27, 2001.  ALL STUDENTS
PLANNING TO STUDENT
TEACH SPRING 2002 MUST
PARTICIPATE.  Sign-up sheets
will be available September 17-21
in the Student Teaching Office
(Room 2418, Buzzard Hall).
—Dr. Kathlene Shank, Chair,
Student Teaching
ASEP APPLICATION MEETING
Students interested in the
Alternative Secondary Education
Program (ASEP) should attend
one of two meetings, all in
Buzzard 2149:  Wednesday,
October 3, 5-5:30 p.m. or
Thursday, October 4, 4-4:30 p.m.
Anyone who cannot attend should
call 581-7394 for an appointment.
At these meetings, students can
learn about ASEP’s unique fea-
tures and get applications for
admission.
—Audrey T. Edwards, Director,
Alternative Secondary Education
Program
TEXTBOOK RETURN
If you have dropped a class,
please return the textbook(s) for
that class to the Textbook Rental
Service as soon as possible.
Also, if you are no longer using a
textbook for a class you are cur-
rently enrolled in, you may return
the textbooks at any time during
our regular scheduled hour of 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.  Thank you for you
cooperation.
—Walter Klingenberg, Director
TEXTBOOK SIDEWALK SALE
Textbook Rental will be holding a
Sidewalk Sale starting Monday,
September 24 through Friday,
September 28.  There will be
many titles to choose from and
prices will vary.  The sidewalk sale
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Textbook Rental Service rain or
shine.
—walter Klingenberg, Director
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
GRANTS
The Undergraduate Research
Council is pleased to announce
that it is prepared to accept appli-
cations from undergraduates and
their faculty mentors for research
grants for Spring 2002.  The
Spring grants are in the amount of
$500 to each student and $250 to
the department budget of the fac-
ulty sponsor.  These grants will be
awarded November, 2001.
Applications are available at the
Honors Office, Booth House.
Beginning this year, the student
and faculty applications are avail-
able on Eastern’s website within
the Honors Programs page under
scholarships.  Applicants must
have a minimum GPA of 3.0.  The
closing date for all applications is
Monday, October 22 at 4 p.m.
Please feel free to contact the
Honors Office at 581-2017 for fur-
ther information.
—Dr. Herber Lasky, Director,
Honors Programs
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
Applications are now being
accepted for the Carol Specht
Memorial Scholarship.  To qualify,
you must be an undergraduate
woman, currently enrolled at EIU
in one of the human services or
teaching professions, and a single
parent with a child or children liv-
ing in your home.  A record of aca-
demic achievement and commu-
nity services is desirable.
Financial need will be considered.
Applications are available in the
Office of Civil Rights and
Diversity, 108 Old Main, or by call-
ing 581-5020, or online at
http://www.eiu.edu/~civil/text/spec
ht.pdf.  The deadline for a com-
pleted application is September
28, 2001
—Cynthia Nichols, Director
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications. 
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios  *Central Air  *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students  
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people  *Reasonable Utilities  *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC 
APARTMENTS
345-6000
2219 S. 9TH ST.  APT. #17
DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Tim’s Hip Hop 
Rap up
Alicia Keys hits the scene
Over the summer a
friend asked me if I had
heard of a new musician
named Alicia Keys, and I
said “no.” But it seems like
only one week after that, she
blew up on the scene out of
nowhere.
When I first heard
Key’s song “Fallin,’” I had a
good feeling that it was
going to make an impact.
One thing that got my atten-
tion was her video had been
out for a while, and she was
not getting any time. It was
great when she made it to
number one on the Black
Entertainment Network’s
countdown.
In her music, Keys
got back to traditions of old
rhythm and blues artists with
her playing a multitude of
instruments. Her main instru-
ment she experiments with is
the piano. 
Keys came up with a
background in classical
music, rhythm and blues and
rap, and it shows in her
music. She uses all three ele-
ments combined to make her
very unique sound.
From different music
publications I have seen,
Keys says that she is a per-
fectionist. While at
rehearsals, Keys wants all of
her band members to be high
energy and quick on the
music. This is not a case of
her being a diva, she just
wants to give her fans the
best that she possibly can.
Keys sounds like a
person who has been practic-
ing music for 50 years. She
makes it look easy. Keys has
a high range of vocal ability,
and sometimes people forget
that she is almost 20.
Part of the reason
she is so experienced is that
she began singing at 4, play-
ing the piano at 7 and attend-
ed the Performing Arts School
in New York later in life.
“Song in a Minor” is
Keys’ first album, and it made
it to number one in the first
week it was released. Her
album has already gone
multi-platinum. She also pro-
duced almost her entire
album and played five differ-
ent instruments on it. That’s
pretty impressive for a rookie.
However, Keys did
not get here overnight. Her
first record contract was with
Columbia, and the person
who was supposed to handle
her album left the company. 
After that, Keys’
album was put on the back
burner. She got out of her
contract at Columbia and
signed to Clive Davis’ newly
founded J Records. She is the
front artist on the label, which
includes stars like Luther
Vandross and Busta Rhymes.
Overall, Keys has
survived to complete her
dream of making a hit album
and looks like she has the
potential to become a mega
star. Only time will tell.
by tim edwards
Staff writer
Publisher’s weekly bestsellers
B e s t s e l l i n g
Hardcover Fiction
1. “Black House” by Stephen
King, Peter Straub (Random
House)
2. “Valhalla Rising” by Clive
Cussler (Putnam)
3. “Mercy” by Julie Garwood
(Pocket)
4. “Envy” by Sandra Brown
(Warner)
5. “Suzanne’s Diary for
Nicholas” by James Patterson
(Little, Brown)
6. “The Smoke Jumper” by
Nicholas Evans (Delacorte)
7. “The Corrections” by
Jonathan Franzen (Farrar,
Straus, & Giroux)
8. “Shock” by Robin Cook
(Putnam)
9. “Total Recall” by Sara
Paretsky (Delacorte)
10. “Long Time No See” by
Susan Isaacs (HarperCollins)
11. “Lake Wobegon Summer
1956” by Garrison Keillor
(Viking)
12. “Cane River” by Lalita
Tademy (Warner)
13. “The Blue Last” by Martha
Grimes (Viking Penguin)
14. “Hemlock Bay” by
Catherine Coulter (Putnam)
15. “The Surgeon” by Tess
Gerritsen (Ballantine)
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Baseball flick ‘61*’ hits a homerun on DVD
with a tale that is sure to become a classic
“Field of Dreams,”
“Eight Men Out” and “The
Natural” — all these movies
capture the love men have for
baseball and why some are
even fanatical about the sport.
Many scenes from these movies
are etched into the memories of
many baseball and movie fans,
such as Robert Redford coming
up to bat and Kevin Costner
playing baseball with Shoeless
Joe Jackson.  
A new fi lm has just
come out on DVD that will sure-
ly join the ranks of some of the
best baseball movies ever
made.
“61*” tells the story of
the 1961 home run race
between New York Yankee
teammates Roger Maris (Barry
Pepper) and Mickey Mantle
(Thomas Jane). 
Unlike 1998, where
both McGwire and Sosa were
having fun chasing the record,
the ‘61 race was not an enjoy-
able experience for either play-
er. While fans al l  around
America were rooting for
Mantle, Maris was being treat-
ed to boos from not only oppo-
nents’ fans but also Yankee
fans. 
While Mantle was
charismatic and always gave
the press a story, Maris was a
quiet, reserved man that some-
times came off as thinking he
was superior. The two also had
the problem of chasing Babe
Ruth’s record, which many peo-
ple back then never wanted to
see broken. 
“61*” is a treat for
any movie fan, whether they
are a fan of baseball or not.
Although the ending of the
movie is known, it is hard not
to get caught up in the movie
and root for the two players to
achieve their goal.
Barry Pepper (“Saving
Private Ryan”) gives a very
power ful per formance as
Roger Maris. He paints Maris
as a misunderstood guy who
did not deserve the treatment
he received. 
The scene where Maris
reads all the death threats he
has received was powerful,
and I could not help but feel
devastated for him. 
What makes this
movie appealing is the direct-
ing of Billy Crystal. Crystal is
one of the biggest Yankee fans
out there, and he brought all of
his love for the team and play-
ers to the movie. While watch-
ing the movie, I felt like I was
in the stands watching the
events unfold instead of watch-
ing them on a screen. 
The sound on the DVD
uses the many channels well,
and when there are scenes in
the ballpark, your room sounds
like a stadium with cheering
coming from all directions. 
The video was very
clear and I couldn’t see any
colors bleeding together or any
other problems. 
The ‘making of’ docu-
mentary on the DVD is one of
the most enjoyable ones I have
seen.  
While this documen-
tary was probably created for
sales reasons, Crystal’s love for
the movie and game of base-
ball elevates it into something
better. 
In the documentary
you get to see the huge smile
and gleam in Crystal’s eyes
when he talks about Mantle
and the first game he saw at
Yankee stadium. 
Crystal is a baseball
junkie that loved the season of
1961 and wanted to make a
movie celebrating it. This docu-
mentary is primarily a celebra-
tion of the 61’ Major League
Baseball season. 
Crystal also has a
commentary track on the DVD
which is enjoyable because he
uses two hours to convince you
why this season was great and
why baseball has the undying
loyalty that is his.
The movie is acted
and directed so well that it is
easy to let it sweep you away. I
felt like cheering when Maris
hit a home run and felt like
yelling at the commissioner
when he implemented the aster-
isk to separate Maris’ achieve-
ment from Babe Ruth’s. 
The small problems I
had with the movie are so
inconsequential that it did not
take away from my enjoyment
of the movie at all. 
For baseball fans, this
is a must-have movie to own
and for everyone else it is defi-
nitely worth at least a rental.
HHH stars (Out of Four)
Photo Courtesy of www.hbo.com
The Yankee baseball players hang out in the locker room in this classic
tale about America’s favorite past time.
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer
Like to write about music and movies??? Write for the
Verge!! Call Amber or Karen at 2812
$1.50 longnecks
Bud, Bud Light,
Miller Lite
n o w
a c c e p t i n g  rrs TM
$ 1 . 7 5
Burger & Fries
4 O’Clock Club
(all day long)
Welcome Students!l  !
Charleston Community Churl  i  ch
Non-denominational 
Exciting worship services with
PRAISE BAND!
College Bible Study 8pm Sun
Sunday Worship 9am, Sunday School 11am
Wednesday Worship 7pm
2360 Shawnee Dr
Across from Wal-Mart
For more info call
345-4910
“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
Come 
and
See...
7th & Madison  1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln  348-1232
We
DELIVER
Dinner Specials  $5.65
Served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon or Egg Roll
& choice of BBQ Pork or Chicken Fried Rice
Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
D1- Sweet Sour Chicken or Pork
D2- Moo Goo Guy Pan
D3- Hunan Beef
D4- General Beef or Chicken
D5- Kung Paw Chicken
D6- Beef and Vegetables
D7- Chicken Chop Suey
D8- Sesame Chicken
* Indicates Hot & Spicy
*
*
*
Foto FX International
Tired of the old style
house composite?
Call us for something
totally different!
Rush Pictures Available 345--4245
Hurry up... Advertise!
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
